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GOP endorses Gardner for state post 
by Brian R. Ball 
copy editor 
The Wood County Republican Party 
last night endorsed their party chair- 
man to till state Rep. Robert Brown's 
uncxpueo term. 
Randall Gardner, the county's Re- 
publican chairman and University 
graduate student in political science, 
decisively won on the first ballot over 
two other contenders. 
Brown, a Republican from Perrys- 
burg, was appointed Oct. 24 by Gov. 
Richard Celeste, a Democrat to be- 
come the director of the state Depart- 
ment of Mental Health and 
Retardation. The department has 
come under attack recently because of 
accusations of physical abuse of pa- 
tients in state institutions. 
Brown has been the representative 
form Ohio's Fifth District for the last 
seven years. 
GARDNER IS a 1861 alumni of the 
University's College of Education and 
has been a history teacher in the Ot- 
sego Local School District since grad- 
uation. 
"It was a tough decision (to run). I 
really do enjoy teaching," he said. 
The endorsement of Gardner next 
SM to the state House Republican 
ucus, which is expected to approve 
his appointment next week. He Is ex- 
pected to be sworn in next Wednesday 
or Thursday. 
Gardner said he will apply for a one 
year leave of absence from teaching. If 
successful in retaining the seat in next 
November's general election, he said 
he would resign his teaching position 
and become a full-time legislator dur- 
Prout residents 
work to 'can' RA 
Recycling project to fund party 
by Brian R. Bail 
copy editor 
Some Prout residents have 
been trying for two weeks to 
evict the ground floor resident 
adviser, but Residence Life 
doesn't appear to be too con- 
cerned. 
In an effort to raise money for 
a tailgate party for hall resi- 
dents Def ore the University of 
Toledo football game next Satur- 
day, Mark Sivy, junior history 
major and a Prout RA. chal- 
lenged residents to collect 20,000 
aluminum cans and crowd him 
out of his room. 
The project began when Sivy 
and Prout resident Jim Wood- 
ward, junior journalism and po- 
litical science major, thought 
about having residents bring 
cans as part of an admission 
price for a tailgate party. They 
expanded the project so resi- 
dents wouldn't have to pay any- 
!t's easier for a person to 
come to a party if they don't 
have to pay for it," Sivy said. 
With two days to go until he 
takes the cans to be recycled, 
Sivy said yesterday be has about 
10,100 cans in his room. One-half 
of his room's floor space is cov- 
ered about 3tt feet deep. The 
floor and the bottom part of two 
walls are covered with plastic, 
while chicken wire, his dresser 
and his bed help form what 
appears to be a trash dumpster. 
"WE HAD no idea bow much 
physical space it would it take," 
If an unexpected number of 
cans are dumped on him the 
next few days, he said he might 
have to squeeze bis furniture 
even closer together. He added 
that a chair, used originally as a 
measuring stick, can now barely 
be seen among the cans. 
I calculated the 10,100 cans 
i about 570 pounds and al- 
r have earned about $85 for 
the party. Most of the cans 
haven't been crushed to add to 
the visual effect, he said. 
The original goal of 20,000 
came about arbitrarily, he said, 
adding, "We had no idea what 
we were getting into." 
The goal was revised to 10,000 
after the project got started. 
They surpassed the goal Tuesay 
night. The gimmick to "evict an 
RA" was used to give the project 
a focus, Sivy said. 
While no one has stopped Sivy 
from doing the project, Barb 
Keller, director of residence ed- 
ucation, at first had reserva- 
tions about it but smiled and 
decided to go along with it after 
seeing his room last week. 
HE SAID be also encountered 
some hesitation from Diane 
Carr, director of Prout Hall, but 
added he doesn't think he'll get 
in trouble. 
"She hasn't told me to get rid 
of them, so I guess I have per- 
mission," he said. 
Sivy said the first major prob- 
lem he arid Woodward encoun- 
tered was the smell from the 
cans. They solved this problem 
by first washing the cans, spray- 
ing them with Lysol, and coating 
them with baking soda, be said. 
Storing the cans has been lust 
one of the obstacles Sivy has 
encountered. "The amount of 
work involved is beyond any- 
one's imagination. It's tremen- 
dous," be said. 
Sivy and a handful of fellow 
conspirators nicknamed the 
"Quad Squad" have been 
searching through the trash 
around the University, espe- 
cially in Kreischer Quadrangle. 
Although going through trash 
isn't pleasant, he said it's not too 
bad if you don't pay any atten- 
tion to it. It doesn't make you 
physically sick." 
Sivy is known as 'The Can 
Man' among Prout residents, 
who regularly leave cans out- 
side his door. 
"Here in the hall people just 
bring them down. Every time I 
come back from class, there are 
cans in front of my door. No 
notes, just cans," he said. 
• See Cans, page 3. 
ing the coming session. 
T
'My absolute priority would be to 
represent the district and get re- 
elected," he said. 
Gardner added the University com- 
munity - students, the Board of Trust- 
ees, the administration and faculty and ■tan-wul have an ear in the 
Statehouae with his appointment. 
•If there is anything that can be done 
i • See Gardner, page 3. 
University 
backs new 
House Bill 
by Don Lcc 
staff reporter 
A new House Bill which will go 
before the Ohio General Assem- 
bly when it begins its session 
Nov. 12 is receiving support 
from the University, according 
to Phil Mason, executive assis- 
tant to University President 
PaulOlscamp. 
Both Olscamp and Mason, 
along with representatives of 
other state agencies, will lobby 
in Columbus for passage of 
House Bill 700. The bat was 
introduced Oct. 13 by Rep. Wil- 
liam Hinig (D-New Philadel- 
phia) to replace House Bill 176, 
which will no longer be in effect 
after Dec. 31. 
Both bills provide for rep- 
resentation from the state attor- 
ney general's office for state 
agencies named in lawsuits. HB 
700 would allow the state to 
cover any costs if a successful 
lawsuit is brought against a 
state agency, Mason said Tues- 
%. 
BG News/Joe Phdan 
Add two more 
Chkken wire, garbage bags and plywood hold back the aluminum cans in Mark Sivy's Prout Hall room. 
They're already taking up half the room and Sivy, a Junior history major, keeps throwing on more. 
University, along with 
Ohio's 11 other state universi- 
ties, is considered a state 
agency since part of its funding 
comes from the state, Mason 
said. 
HB 7W would also provide for 
state representation for the 
agency's officers in a lawsuit In 
the University's case, represen- 
tation would be provided for the 
Board of Trustees and for indi- 
vidual trustees. Mason said. 
House Bill 176, the original 
a was introduced early in 1964 
was extensively revised in 
both the state House of Rep- 
resentatives and Senate before 
going into conference commit- 
"At that point, it became ex 
tremely political," Mason said. 
With the new bill, many of the 
political issues have been re- 
moved and "the bill is expected 
to move quickly" once the Gen- 
eral Assembly meets, be said. 
The University and other state 
• See Lobby, page S. 
Soviet demands hamper progress 
American summit hopes lowered 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Ameri- 
can summit hopes have been set 
back by Soviet demands to halt 
the "Star Wars" nrogram and 
by Soviet leader M&hail Gorba- 
chev's lack of understanding of 
U.S. policies, a senior Reagan 
administration official said yes- 
terday. 
"We are undismayed, but we 
can wait," the official said in ■wmnring up 14 hours of talks in 
Moscow involving Gorbachev, 
Secretary of State George 
Shuns, and Soviet Foreign Min- 
ister Eduard Shevardnaze. 
"The pace of progress was set 
back by this meeting," the offi- 
cial said u a wrapup briefing for 
reporters under rules mat T 
red use of bis name. He spoke in 
Reykjavik, Iceland, where the 
U.S. party stopped for rest and 
refueling en route borne from 
Moscow. 
The official suggested the ad- 
ministration now saw the sum- 
mit as primarily a get- 
efqnsiraM session for President 
Reagan and Gorbachev, leading 
possibly to an invitation for Gor- 
bachev to visit the United States 
Reagan talks about summit, page 8. 
for a second summit in 1986. 
IN AN interview in Washing- 
ton yesterday with correspon- 
dents of Western news agencies, 
Reagan said there is "every 
indication" that Gorbachev is 
"a reasonable man." and that 
gives Reagan hope be can con- 
vince the Communist Party 
chief at the summit that the 
United States has no expansion- 
ist aims. 
Reagan also said he would 
deploy a "Star Wars" missile 
shield unilaterally if be could not 
get other world leaders to agree 
on an international system to 
defend against nuclear attack. 
The president said Us com- 
ments in an Interview last week 
with Soviet journalists, in which 
be appeared to make deploy- 
ment of a Star Wars system 
«viritlng«mt im HlamantHng flftffl- 
sive weapons, were erroneously 
interpreted. 
Asked earlier if he meant, in 
effect, to give the Soviets veto 
power over deployment of the 
proposed defensive weapons 
system, Reagan replied, lfHeU 
no." 
The American party returned 
to Washington yesterday af- 
ternoon, with Shultz telling re- 
porters at Andrews Air Force 
Base that the Soviets''think that 
everything that happens in the 
United States is a conspiracy of 
the military and big business." 
ASKED WHETHER prospects 
for an arms limitation 
agreement appeared slim after 
the secretary's meetings, 
Speakes said Shultz's sessions 
with Soviet leaders "make some 
but differences do re- 
" We are prepared for our part 
to enter into serious dismissions 
... but realistically, I don't look 
for   any   arms   control 
agreement," Speakes said. 
The official who briefed re- 
porters in Iceland described 
Gorbachev, after seven months 
at the Kremlin apex, as artic- 
ulate, vigorous and Intellec- 
tually curious. 
But, be said, Gorbachev also 
was argumentative, occasion- 
ally impulsive and "apparently- 
there are some gaps in his 
knowledge of American crit- 
icism of Soviet programs and 
also of our concerns. 
"Specifically," he said, "Gor- 
bachev did not seem to under- 
stand why the buildup of Soviet 
long-range missiles targeted at 
theUnited States led Reagan to 
initiate his research program on 
anti-missile defenses. 
"The United States has no 
alternative to this," the official 
told reporters traveling with 
Shulte and Robert McFarlane, 
the presidential national secu- 
rity adviser. "They have driven 
ns to this." 
UAO officer resigns 
Extra duties assumed by directors 
by Valerie Clptak 
staff reporter 
University Activities Orga- 
nisation Committee Coordi- 
nator Jennifer Boles resigned 
from office at last night's 
board meeting. 
Boles is the last of three 
UAO executive officers 
elected in the spring to resign 
from office. In October, Lori 
Wolfinger resigned from the 
presidency andJacquie Pear- 
son resigned as vice-presi- 
dent. All three resignations 
were attributed to time com- 
mitments and personal rea- 
Boles, a junior pre-law ma- 
K, has been involved in UAO 
over two years. 
She said that of all her 
extracurricular activities, in- 
cluding: involvement in 
Kappa Delta sorority, her po- 
siSonin UAO was "the firstto 
go" 
"I began to wonder how 
much more I could get out of 
(UAO)," she said. 
Boles ran for the vacant 
office of president «g»in«» 
Eric Rosenberg, who was 
then Pearson's replacement 
as vice-president. 
BOLES LOST to Rosenberg 
and retained her position as 
committee coordinator. 
She said that she continued 
to fulfill her duties in office, 
but that the past two weeks 
bare been strained. 
"A lot of stuff has been 
going on in my personal life," 
she said. 
Rosenberg said that Boles' 
resignation was the best thing 
for toe organization. 
"She was unable to do her 
job," he said. 
Boles said she received sup- 
port in her decision to resign 
from ex-president Lori Wo&- 
inger, who also attributed 
resignation to personal rea- 
UAO will not elect a re- 
placement for the office until 
Its next election in March. 
Until then, the duties of com- 
mittee coordinator will be 
completed by three appointed 
directors. 
Editorial BG News/November 7, IMS 2 
Censorship harmful 
The South African government's decision to re- 
strict local and foreign journalists could do the 
country more harm than good. 
The new regulations make it a crime, punishable 
by up to 10 years in jail, to take or transmit photos, 
recordings or television footage of violence in 38 
state-of-emergency districts without permission 
from the South African police commission. 
Police have been granted the right to order journalists out of an area if they determine that the 
writers' presence could turn a situation into a 
violent one. 
To justify its actions, the government maintains 
the move isn't one against a free press but a step to 
reduce violence in South Africa. 
But it is ridiculous for the South African govern- 
ment to hold a small group of journalists responsi- 
ble for the unrest which hasgone on for more than a 
year and has taken about 800 lives. 
What is even more threatening is that under the 
state of emergency, issued three months ago, the 
government could impose total press censorship. If 
it were enacted, reporters could be required to 
identify all sources and could be forbidden to write 
about the emergency. 
We agree with the Foreign Correspondent's Asso- 
ciation, which says these restrictions are the begin- 
ning of a totally controlled press. It appears South 
African officials want to impede journalistic scru- 
tiny of police and army actions. 
But not only are the measures so restrictive they 
keep journalists from doing their jobs. The re- 
straints also curtail the right of the people to be 
informed. 
Newspaper and television reports possibly are 
the only sources of information that provide a true 
understanding of what's going on in the country. 
The government-imposed restrictions inevitably 
will create a wall around the trouble spots in South 
Africa. The nation's government has to realize the 
events aren't going to disappear just because the 
cameras have Deen turned off. 
From sea to shining sea 
by Bill Melden 
The news of the day, as glee- 
fully reported by every journa- 
listic agency from the Wall 
Street Journal to Entertainment 
Tonight, is that Humphrey the 
whale has finally left the Sacra- 
mento River ana returned to the 
Pacific Ocean. For several 
weeks, marine biologists have 
puzzled over the soul-shattering 
problem of how to persuade the 
noble beast to go back to the old 
neighborhood, so to speak, 
where his life will not be endan- 
gered by the pernicious effects 
of fresh water; now, at long last, 
after being bedevilled by every- 
thing from tape-recorded mat- 
ing calls to electric shocks, the 
long-suffering Humphrey has 
gotten fed up and headed back to 
the briny deeps where the mam- 
mals are less meddlesome. 
Humphrey's departure, I 
must confess, fills me with 
dread and gloomy forebodings: 
how did the scientists know that 
his brief sojourn in the river was 
not his way of slowly swimming 
up the evolutionary scale? By 
driving Humphrey back into the 
sea, the scientists have arro- 
gantly and ignorantly frustrated 
the process of natural selection, 
and I, for one, am shocked and 
saddened. 
On the other side of the conti- 
nent, on the banks of another 
river, the members of the Su- 
preme Court are once again 
dealing with a matter of far less 
consequence than Humphrey's 
repatriation, namely the ques- 
tion of abortion. The laws of the 
sovereign states of Illinois and 
Pennsylvania are under review, 
complaints having been lodged 
by the American Civil Liberties 
Union and others. The wretched 
neanderthals of the two states in 
question believe that some cur- 
sory efforts should be made to 
save the lives of late-term fe- 
tuses who are unsuccessfully 
aborted: i.e., fetuses whose tiny 
bodies have been excised from 
the unwelcome environs of their 
mothers' wombs, thus restoring 
the mothers' "freedom of 
choice," but who, in their child- 
ish innocence, have stubbornly 
refused to die. Any efforts to 
save the lives of these children is 
unconstitutional, according to 
the A.C.L.U., as are the require- 
ments in Illinois and Pennsylva- 
nia law to provide pregnant 
women with informaUon regard- 
ing alternatives to abortion. 
A concurrent complaint is be- 
ing made against the Pennsylva- 
nia practice of requiring a 24- 
hour waiting period before an 
abortion is performed: such a 
waiting period, quoth the 
A.C.L.U., is also unconstitu- 
tional, and a hideous abridge- 
ment of a woman's freedom. In 
short and in sum, the plaintiffs 
believe that procuring an abor- 
tion should be easier than get- 
ting married, getting divorced. 
or purchasing a handgun, all of 
which activities require a wait- 
ing period in many states. Un- 
less I miss my guess, the Court 
wiD probably agree: the so- 
called "conservative swing" of 
the so-called "Reagan Court" 
has not yet been manifest in 
abortion cases. 
I have a suggestion for Presi- 
dent Reagan, which I shall com- 
municate to him through the 
good offices of myUnited: States 
Representative, when the next 
vacancy occurs on the Supreme 
Court, I humbly submit that the 
United   States   Navy   be   dis- 
Stched to seek out Humphrey 
! whale, and, upon locating 
him (he is now equipped with 
radio devices), that the Presi- 
dent place Humphrey's name in 
nomination as the next Justice. 
Once confirmed, I grant that 
Humphrey's new status will ne- 
cessitate certain changes in the 
way the Court functions, but 
these could be entirely positive: 
for example, the human mem- 
bers of the Court might enjoy the 
opportunity to don swimsuits 
and sunglasses and hold their 
deliberations at Marineland of 
the Pacific, there on the sunny 
and glamorous Palos Verdes 
Peninsula. More importantly, 
the political ascent of Justice 
Humphrey (or Justice Whale: I 
have not yet worked out the 
formalities) will, to say the very 
least, bring a new perspective to 
the Court: a fresh and radical 
new viewpoint, unhampered by 
either the traditions of the reac- 
tionaries or the daffy visions of 
the progressives; unhampered. 
in fact, by any of the failings and 
vicissitudes of our species. 
Surely whales, who, according 
to Monsieur Cousteau, are a 
very canny lot, would be able to 
avoid some of the amazing stu- 
pidity and tortured logic which 
has characterized members of 
the Supreme Court over the 
years. Would a whale claim, as 
did the Court in the Dred Scot 
decision, that a black man is not 
fully human? Would a whale 
maintain, as did the Court in 
Roe vs. Wade, that an unborn 
child is not fully human either? 
To answer "yes" is to perpe- 
trate a malicious and unconscio- 
nable slur upon all whales 
everywhere. 
Finally, the nomination and 
confirmation of our first aquatic 
Justice would be a political mas- 
terstroke. No ethnic or religious 
group would be slighted, for all 
would be overlooked with per- 
fect equality; in fact, the act of 
Scing a non-human on the 
irt would be the ultimate in 
Affirmative Action. No charge 
of sexism could be made, for 
Humphrey's sex has not been 
determined, although there 
have been rumors of pregnancy; 
if true Justice O'Connor would 
no longer be the sole representa- 
tive of her sex in the highest 
chambers of our land. Assuming 
that the feminists could tolerate 
a Justice who did not choose to 
terminate her pregnancy, ev- 
eryone would be happy, and the 
Age of Aquarius would have 
arrived at last. 
Melden, a free-lance writer 
from Chattanooga, Tenn., la a 
columnist for the News. 
Letters 
Alumnus concerned 
As a former student of Bowl- 
ing Green State University, and 
an acquaintance of several indi- 
viduals who now attend that 
institution, I have read with 
interest the many articles rela- 
tive to the sex scandal there. I 
also read with interest Steve 
Hesske's response to Bergman's 
letter. 
It seems obvious that such an 
emotional name-calling re- 
sponse lends credence to Berg- 
man's allegation that he faced 
religious discrimination while 
on the faculty at the University. 
As a former student of his. I can 
testify that it is apparent that he 
was not terminated because of 
any deficiencies in teaching. 
In his letter, Bergman said 
nothing about the guilt of those 
currently involved, but only that 
he was surprised that the Uni- 
versity responded, for when he 
became aware that this situa- 
tion was existing, and reported 
it to the authorities, they did 
nothing. In addition, I would 
hardly call his concerns about 
human rights, as expressed in 
his many writings and media 
appearances on this subject, re- 
flecting small mindedness. It 
seems to me that a major issue 
of our time is human rights, as 
evidenced by the publicity about 
the situation in South Africa and 
elsewhere. 
Does Hesske feel that the con- 
cerns about this situation reflect 
"small-mindedness" as well? 
Or is it only religious discrimi- 
nation concerns that Hesske 
feels are evidence of small 
mindedness? 
The number of arrests cer- 
tainly indicates that it is a wide- 
spread problem, and according 
to Toe Toledo Blade, this prob- 
lem has been known for a long 
time. Thus I can understand 
Bergman's surprise that the 
University would respond to it 
What else can they do? Frankly, 
all of this is an immense embar- 
rassment to former students. 
The parents that I talked to 
expressed much concern about 
sending their children to this 
University. Some of the letters 
that I have seen about the sex 
arrests seem to chastise campus 
safety and security for doing 
their job. 
This certainly, at least where I 
live, doesn't help us put much 
faith in the professors at that 
institution. 
Dlanne U Stelnke 
MontpeUer, OH 43543 
(432 S. East Ave.) 
Wise column shocking 
This is a response to Patricia 
Wise's article "21 law for your 
own good" printed in the Oct. 30, 
1985 Issue of the BG News. In her 
article. Wise heavily criticized 
opponenets of the 21 drinking 
age, calling them "whiners, 
and even going as far as telluig 
them to "grow up!" 
I was quite shocked to read 
this, and 1 don't agree with her 
at all, even though I do not 
engage in drinking. Her argu- 
ments were flimsy and unjusti- 
fied, and I would like to dispute 
them. 
Early in the article, Wise drew 
a parallel between immuniza- 
tion laws and the raised drinking 
age (as a form of preventing 
deaths due to drunk driving) 
stating that both were unpopular 
but designed with the purpose of 
saving Uves. Well, concerning 
immunization laws, It is my 
belief that they were passed to 
protect the lives of innocent chil- 
dren whose parents may not be 
responsible enough to insure the 
child's livelihood, or more im- 
portantly to protect innocent 
people from others who are car- 
rying such diseases, and thus 
saving many Uves. 
Raisins the drinking age, how- 
ever, wiD have relatively little 
effect on fatalities. The reasons 
for this are simple. Number one, 
the current drinking age cannot 
be enforced. When the law was 
19, I knew people who bought 
and/or drank as early as age 12, 
and this is true for a majority of 
America's young adults. Sec- 
ondly, drunk drivers are found 
in all age groups, and if we 
would like to stop them, then we 
should emphasize tougher DUI 
laws and more responsible 
drinking, not a raised drinking 
age. 
Next, Wise attacked the argu- 
ments of those who will lose 
money as a result of the new 
law. May I just briefly remind 
her that ours is a college town 
where a significant portion of 
the local economy is dependent 
upon liquor sales, as are many 
communities across the United 
States. 
Her last major criticism cen- 
tered on the arguments that 18- 
20 year olds are old enough to 
vote and get married, and are 
required to sign up for the selec- 
tive service, yet cannot drink. 
She bases her criticism on the 
fact that when she was our age, 
one could not vote until age 21 
and yet one was required to sign 
for the draft. My response to this 
is that the laws that affected her 
when she fell into the 18-20 year 
old category certainly must not 
have been right or they would 
not have been changed. 
In conclusion, I would like to 
state that Ms. Wise is wrong, as 
is the Reagan Administration 
that so forcibly pushed for this 
law. 
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Moors 0 am to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday 
The BG News editorial 
page is your campus forum. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, dou- 
ble-spaced and signed. Your 
address and phone number 
must be included. 
Letters may not be signed 
by more than two people. 
The News reserves the 
right to reject submissions 
that are in bad taste, mali- 
cious or libelous and all sub- 
missions are subject to 
condensation. 
Please address submis- 
sions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
211 West Hall 
by Mlkw Mclntyf  
I'm kind of fond of nicknames. 
That's not by my own choice, 
though. You see, I don't think 
I've lived a nicknameless day in 
my life. 
It all started at birth. (Most 
things do.) No sooner had I been 
wrested from the womb than my 
dad gave me a nickname. 
It was Abe. Not Honest Abe, just Abe. Why? Because I was 
bom on Feb. 12, the same day as 
the bearded president from Illi- 
nois. 
For some reason, nobody has 
ever been able to call me by my 
given name. I could understand 
it if my name were Aloysius or 
Dudley, but Mike isn't difficult 
to pronounce or even hard to 
stomach, 
Still, even my closest relatives 
refused to call me Mike. My 
grandmother cawed me Mickey 
Mac. I kind of liked it when I was 
younger, but it gets annoying 
when I bring friends home and 
my relatives tell stories about 
Mickey Mac. 
I might be considered a nick- 
name magnet, but I'm not the 
only one with a myriad of psue- 
donyms. It seems everyone 
loves to call people by nick- 
names. 
And one of their favorite nick- 
name reservoirs, at least in my 
BLOOM COUNTY 
case, is the Little Rascals. 
When I left my bouse for the 
first time to attend kinder- 
garten, I was immediately 
dubbed T 
Not much later, my cronies 
were calling me Wheezer. A 
cruel nickname, actually, be- 
cause I suffered from asthma. 
I began to realize that most 
nicknames arise from personal 
appearance, but when I turned 
16,1 had one that encompassed 
my looks and personality. 
I was known as Louie, and 
anyone who ever watched 
"Taxi" would know why. I was 
really proud of being Louie. I 
even tried to be extra obnoxious 
so I would never be in danger of 
losing the name. 
But I lost it Just the same. 
With the advent of professional 
wrestling as an integral part of 
the American culture, I became 
Mike the Masher, then Captain 
Lou Albano and finally LUlus- 
cious Mike. I kind of like the last 
one the most. 
Nicknamers also love to com- 
pare people to animals. Remem- 
ber "Beaver" Cleaver or the 
"Raging Bull?" 
I'm sure that my "animal" 
nickname could never be giraffe 
or gazeUe. In fact, I think I was 
in Bowling Green all of five 
minutes before one of my dorm 
neighbors called me the Moose. 
Since then, I've picked up a 
tHMimumriies 
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few nicknames here and there, 
but not the kind that really stick 
with you. 
The unimaginative ones call 
me Scoop, Mac or Ace. Others 
really work at finding a suitable 
name for me. My roommate 
even dubbed me the King of 
Prussia. 
But I know that name win 
never last and, quite frankly, I 
didn't reaUy like it - except for 
the promises to hire beautiful 
women to dangle grapes above 
my lips. 
Nicknames, I suppose, are 
etched in the true portrait of 
America, just like pretzels and 
beer, football on Thanksgiving 
and Gl Joe. 
I guess it makes people more 
easily identifiable. People more 
readily remember something 
like Moose than plain old Mike. 
And while it may make it 
easier for them, it's making me 
confused. 
If you're going to give some- 
body a nickname, give him one. 
And stick with it. 
Because I have so many 
names, I have to refer to a list to 
see if someone is talking to me. 
And that list is getting longer 
than the line for the soup kitch- 
ens in downtown Cleveland. 
Mclntyre, a Junior Journalism 
major from Lakewood, Ohio, it 
editorial editor of (be News. 
by Berks Breathed 
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Elections scheduled 
5 positions available for ACGFA representatives 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
Elections for at-large rep- 
resentatives to the Advisory 
Committee for General Fee Al- 
locations will be held Nov. IS in 
the Union. 
There is only one candidate 
for graduate representative, but 
students will be asked to elect 
four undergraduate representa- 
tives from among eight candi- 
dates. 
ACGFA, representing faculty, 
staff and students, distributes 
money from the student general 
fees to campus organizations. 
Joshua Isenberg, graduate as- 
sistant in physics, is the only 
candidate for graduate student 
representative. 
Running for the four under- 
graduate seats are: Jill Hof- 
Gardner 
Continued from page 1. 
in Columbus, I'll certainly do 
everything I can," he said. 
Brown was instrumental in 
convincing him to run for the 
appointment, he said. Although 
he had known of Brown's resig- 
nation before the Celeste ap- 
pointment, Gardner said he had 
not thought of running until hav- 
ing dinner with the representa- 
tive and his wife last week. 
Gardner said his strong sup- 
port in receiving the nomination 
should help him survive any 
challenges to his candidacy in 
May's primary. 
Cans 
Continued from page 1. 
He said residents stack cans 
outside his door at night so that 
when he opens his door in the 
morning, a wall of cans crash 
into his room. 
"They want to get rid of me. 
They think I'm nuts," he said. 
In addition to the party, Sivy 
said another benefit of the pro- ject includes giving residents 
something to do between mid- 
terms, which just ended, and 
mann, junior undecided major; 
Ed Leedom. sophomore pre- 
business major; David Merkel, junior political science major; 
Lisa Miragliotta, senior music 
education major; John Nehrenz, junior food service and restau- 
rant management major; 
Randy Palo, senior social stud- 
ies major; Mark Sivy, junior 
history major and Scott Snyder, 
senior interpersonal and public 
communications major. Class 
rank and majors for each stu- 
dent were supplied by the Office 
of Registration and Records. 
STUDENT  ORGANIZATION 
representatives have already 
been appointed. They are: 
• Black Student Union-Jeff 
Woodson and alternate Tracy 
Adams. 
Running against Gardner 
were Mary Hartsel, 113 Holly 
Lane, Per- — 
rysburg; and 
Larry 
Grime, 118 
Farnstead, 
Northwood. 
Gardner re- 
ceived 78 of 
the 106 votes 
cast. Four 
voted   for 
Hartsel   and Gardner 
26 voted for Grime.uar<lner 
Tim Brown, president of the 
Thanksgiving break three weeks 
away. 
"You need something to get a 
little excited about, as if 7,000 
cans can get you excited," he 
said. 
He said he has come to the 
conclusion recently that collect- 
ing cans is a community service 
project since it cleans up the 
campus and recycles a valuable 
•Commuter Off-Campus Or- 
ganization - Tamy Stone and al- 
ternate Jason Gray. 
• Latino Student Union - Ra- 
dames Perez and alternate 
Linda Vega. 
• Panhellenic Council - Linda 
Powell and alternate Jan Nob. 
• Resident Student Associa- 
tion - Cole Griffin and alternate 
Jenny Miller. 
• Third World Graduate Asso- 
ciation-Leonard Starkes and 
alternate Paul Poku. 
• Women for Women - Ann 
Dandra and alternate Kathy 
Watts. 
• World Student Association - 
John Morehart and alternate 
Desiree Emerencia. 
• Undergraduate Student Gov- 
ernment - Dennis Vicchiarelli. 
• Graduate Student Senate - 
Linda Iverson. 
College Republicans and senior 
administrative management 
major, said he voted for Gard- 
ner in the balloting because of 
Gardner's ties to the University 
and past experience in working 
with him. 
Charles Kurfess, a former 
state representative who prac- 
tices law in Bowling Green, said 
he had little interest in seeking 
the endorsement because he did 
not want to operate in the mi- 
nority even if Gardner had de- 
cided not to run. 
resource. 
"If more people did it (col- 
lected cans), it might be a 
cleaner campus," he said. 
Sivy discovered two things 
about drinking habits from his 
can collecting. "Busch is popu- 
lar in Founders, but in 
Kreischer it's Old Milwaukee," 
he said. 
BG News/Joe Phdan 
The McLean Mix practices In the Moore Musical Arts Center for their performance in the New Music 
Festival this weekend. Prlscilla McLean tests her percussion section while her husband and fellow 
performer Barton McLean hooks up the electronics. 
Nature sounds compose show 
by Patricia Lupka 
reporter 
Not all music is composed from guitars, 
pianos, violins and trumpets. There is at least 
one composition made from the sounds of 
animals and nature, and it's played through a 
synthesizer. 
The composition is titled, "In Wilderness is 
the Preservation of the World," and the com- 
posers are Barton and Priscilla McLean, a 
husband-wife composer-performer duo who are 
known as the McLean Mix. 
Their guest performance Saturday at the 
sixth annual New Music Festival at the Moore 
Musical Arts Center will be the first time their 
Sece will be presented in its entirety. The 
cLeans have been working on the piece for 
five years. 
"We've gone through year by year and accu- 
mulated sounds," Barton McLean said. "One 
time I was at the music library at the Univer- 
sity of Kansas and I heard the most fascinating 
frog sounds on tape, so I taped them for my 
piece." 
The McLeans said they are involved with 
nature and the preservation of the wilderness 
and wanted to explore ways of using it in their 
music. 
THE MCLEANS have gone to the Berkshire 
Bird Paradise in Petersburg, N.Y., to record 
bird sounds. "We taped male Australian black 
swans who thought we were intruders on their 
female partners - they made some interesting 
sounds,'' said Barton McLean with a laugh. 
The composition contains five selections. The 
first, called "Invocation," contains natural and 
musically created bird sounds. "We have cre- 
ated our own instruments to make sounds 
which are similar to animal sounds," Barton 
McLean said. The two have created an instru- 
ment they call a "clariflute" which is a clarinet 
mouth piece attached to a recorder-type flute. 
"Voices of the Water" is the second selection. 
In this piece there are recorded stream sounds, 
some of which were recorded in Austin, Texas, 
and Rocky Mountain National Park, Colo. 
"Beneath the Horizons," the third selection, 
contains whale sounds. This presentation also 
includes slides of whales. "We took some of the 
pictures ourselves. We went to the Olympic 
National Park and Seattle and the Acadia 
National Park in Maine to capture shots of the 
whales," Barton McLean saia. 
The fourth of the fifth selections is "0 Beauti- 
ful Suburbia!" This piece is a study of the irony 
of suburban life, he said, adding that there's a 
surprise planned for the audience. 
"PASSAGES OF the Night" is the final 
selection. Slides will be shown along with a 
narration by Barton McLean, who will be 
quoting from writers such as Henry David 
Thoreau and William Wordsworth. 
ATTENTI SENIORS 
,\\ 
% 
Appointment sign-ups taken nowl 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Photo sittings Nov. 4-15, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
•     Call The KEY at 372-8086 for appt. or stop by 28  West Hall. 
Schedule early! Don't be left out of this special Diamond Anniversary collector's issue. 
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Emergency manual 
under safety review 
byUndaHoy 
reporter 
Undergoing its yearly revi- 
sion, the University Emer- 
gency Operations Manual is 
currently being reviewed, 
from an editorial standpoint. 
by the University Safety 
Committee. 
William Bess, director of 
Public Safety, said the man- 
ual is being revised for clar- 
ity, ease of understanding 
and to "maintain a readiness 
for response." 
The manual provides for a 
disaster plan in the event of a 
toxic spill, tornado, flood, se- 
vere snowstorm, fire or any 
other emergency, and fur- 
nishes the means for the Of- 
fice of Public Safety to act as 
implementator of the plan. 
Bess said the office, which 
handles law enforcement, 
was designated as coordina- 
tor of the plan as a result of 
their being "on the front line" 
during an emergency. In the 
event of such an emergency, 
the office would gather infor- 
mation and communicate it to 
various channels in order to 
successfully work through the 
crisis. 
MANAGEMENT Support 
Services, Plant Opera tions 
and Maintenance, Food Serv- 
ices, Student Services, Per- 
sonnel Support Services, 
Auxiliary Support Services, 
Psychological Services, Envi- 
ronmental Services, as well 
as news services and fire 
services (primarily the city 
fire deparment and ambu- 
lance service) would be uti- 
lized. The Counseling and 
Career Development Center, 
the Office of Residence Life 
and the Health Center would 
also be employed. 
The manual furnishes a 
plan of three phases: warn- 
ing, protection and return to 
normalcy. The warning phase 
consists of a call list by which 
an emergency warning would 
be communicated campus 
wide. After notification of the 
emergency, the protection 
phase, in which precautions 
are taken to reduce the threat 
to people and reduce property 
damage, would then be put 
into action. 
An evacuation, if nec- 
essary, would be coordinated 
through the Office of Resi- 
dence Life. According to 
Bess, the buses on campus 
might be used, but due to the 
fact that this is a "relatively 
close campus," most of the 
evacuation would be done on 
foot. Anderson Arena and the 
Math/Science Complex are 
possible evacuation sites. 
AFTER THE emergency is 
under control, the return to 
normalcy phase would be en- 
acted. In the case of a housing 
need, Anderson Arena, 
Eppler or various academic 
buildings could be used, Bess 
said. Food requirements 
would be handled by Food 
Services. 
If the need for medical 
services arose, the Health 
Center and/or Wood County 
Hospital would take care of 
those in need. If any additio- 
nal help is necessary for cop- 
ing with the disaster, Wood 
County Disaster Services or 
any other counterpart in the 
municipality or county could 
be contacted, Bess said. 
"Additionally, we do have 
the responsibility to assist 
other communities if they 
would need help (in the event 
of an emergency)," Bess 
said. 
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Students enjoy co-ed living arrangement 
by Merit** McGilttvray 
reporter 
Their lifestyle resembles an 
episode of "Three's Company," 
except they are not Jack, Janet 
and Chrissy - they are Mike, 
Amy and Corina. 
Mike Rapsawich, Amy Zlm- 
mer and Corina Bishop are Uni- 
versity students who share an 
apartment at SOS Clough St., in 
Campus Manor. 
But unlike the sitcom, there is 
a fourth roommate involved 
who, unlike these three, is un- 
happy with the situation and will 
be moving out as soon as possi- 
ble. 
The other three are pleased 
with their arrangement. 
"We have the weirdest apart- 
ment on campus by far," said 
Rapsawich, a sophomore inter- 
personal and public communica- 
tions major. "It's unique. I 
haven't run across any other 
lie in our arrangement," he 
The coed roommates insist 
that   their   relationship   is 
"strictly  platonic,"   and  that     I 
they are like "family." 
"ITS MORE like brother and 
sisters," Rapsawich said. 
The three did not plan to live 
together; it was the result of a 
desperate situation. All three 
were attending the first week of 
classes with no place to live, 
they said. 
Rapsawich said he had taken 
a year off from school and had 
made no living arrangements 
for the year, Zimmer had gone 
to summer school and also had 
no living quarters, and Bishop 
was supposed to be a resident 
adviser but it "didn't work out." 
Since Rapsawich and Bishop 
were friends, they went apart- 
ment hunting together without 
intending to five together. 
"We knew we'd get pot luck - 
we'd end up in a five-person 
room in Founders again," Rap- 
Sitting on the couch telling stories 
and Mike Rapsawich share a laugh 
BG News/ Joe Phelan 
about their living arrangements, roommates Amy Zimmer, Corina Bishop 
about sharing an apartment. 
take the first apartment they 
looked at. 
"It was spur of the moment." 
said Rapsawich. They moved in 
within one day. 
sawich said. Since they didn't 
want this to happen, the two of 
them, alone with Zimmer, a 
friend of Bishop's, decided to 
The three are not strangers to 
coed living. Last year Rapsa- 
wich lived in a house with tour 
men and one woman on the 
bottom floor, and three women 
and one man on the top floor. 
Both girls lived in coed dorms. 
"I THINK coed dorms really 
prepare you well," Zimmer 
said. She added that residents 
get used to having members of 
the opposite sex around and are 
able to get over any "hangups" 
they may have about them. 
'If you have hangups about 
guys, you would have a hard 
I expires 11-11-85 
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time in this arrangement," Zim- 
mer said. "A lot of people think 
that men and women can't be 
friends, which is false." 
But their other roommate, 
Larry Watson, a senior mag- 
azine journalism major, does 
not exactly agree with this view. 
Watson says he respects 
women, but would rather not 
live with a woman he is not 
romantically involved with. 
"I like living alone," he said. 
He said he would probably expe- 
rience problems similar to the 
ones he is now having even if be 
lived with three other men. 
"I doubt it would be to the 
same degree, but the same prob- 
lems with different ones thrown 
in," he said. 
Watson said some of these 
problems occur because he feels ■'strange bringing a woman 
home" with two other women in 
the apartment. 
Watson does not advise other 
men to participate in coed living 
- "not if they have any kind of a 
temper," he said. 
But the other three are all for 
coed living. 
ZIMMER SAYS living to- 
gether has "built up our 
friendship." But not everyone 
understands that it is only a 
friendship, she said. 
"People get a weird express- 
ion on their face" when they find 
out about the coed living situa- 
tion, she said. But she doesn't 
think it is necessarily because 
they disapprove. 
"It's more like they're think- 
ing 'I wish that were me,' " she 
The three all expressed that 
their parents are very liberal 
about the situation. 
"I knew my parents wouldn't 
mind," Rapsawich said. "My 
family didn't even bat an eye. 
"My parents know we've been 
best friends so they didn't care," 
Bishop said. But she said other 
members of the family reacted 
differently. 
"I had a hard time telling my 
grandparents - I think my aunt 
thinks we're having an affair," 
she said. 
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Women re-enter college, work force 
by Beth Thomas 
reporter 
Women wanting to re-enter 
the work force after years of 
raising a family compose a 
large part of the non-traditional 
student population at the Uni- 
versity. 
"Women who are here aren't 
here to play. They're here be- 
cause if something were to hap- 
pen to their husbands, what are 
they going to do to support them- 
selves? ... They're here to get a 
piece of paper because other- 
wise somebody else is going to 
Set the Job they're qualified to 
ave, so they're here becoming 
legitimized and that's the way 
the big, bad world is. You've got 
to have that piece of paper," 
said Pat Olsen, an "over 40" 
gaduate student seeking a mas- 
rs   degree   in   interpersonal 
communications. 
She went back to school in 1972 
at the University's Firelands 
campus, and received her un- 
dergraduate degree in Decem- 
ber of 1984. 
MARCIA BEDARD, a 43-year- 
old sociology professor complet- 
ing her doctorate in Human De- 
velopment, said she feels 
learning has been defined too 
narrowly in our society, and the 
resurgence of women returning 
to the classroom demonstrates a 
reversal in that definition. 
"We've defined learning as 
schooling and we've defined the 
right age to go to school and we 
haven't really taken into consid- 
eration that tor a lot of people, 
that just doesn't work. Many 
people have no interest in col- 
lege at 18 or 20, and it's not until 
they've been out in the world, 
working for a while that they 
begin to see that maybe a col- 
lege degree would be advanta- 
geous," she said. 
Another woman who has re- 
turned to school to re-enter the 
work force is 38-year-old Dianne 
Knowlton. She raised her two 
sons, now 17 and 18, by herself 
since her husband left almost 15 
years ago. She worked as a 
clerk, then for an answering 
service, both jobs paying just 
above minimum wage. She also 
worked for five years as a real 
estate agent, but found she was 
making less than many of her 
colleagues. 
SHE SAID she decided to go to 
college after her sister went, 
and provided her with informa- 
tion about available federal and 
state grants. She 
Sitting in a Hanna Hall classroom, Dianne Knowlton listens to a sociology lecture. 
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"The toughest Job you'll ever love" 
took one class with her sister, 
and "got hooked." 
Knowlton attended Firelands 
for four years before transfer- 
ring to main campus this semes- 
ter. She will receive her 
undergraduate degree in May. 
Majoring in sociology and mi- 
nonng in philosophy, she said 
she hopes to get a doctorate and 
eventually teach at the univer- 
sity level. 
Dolores Mariea, a 55-year-old 
senior sociology major minoring 
in psychologyTnas different mo- 
tivations for being in school. 
She is divorced, and after her 
four children had left home, she 
said she found herself desiring 
more "mental stimulation" than 
her secretarial job offered. She 
said she wanted to have fun 
right now and not spend her time 
"worrying about dying without 
having done anything in life." So 
she sold her house and enrolled 
in school. 
Unlike Olsen, Bedard, and 
Knowlton, however, Mariea 
does not plan to seek a graduate 
degree. Her goal is to get a job 
now where she can interview 
people for statistical data in 
polling. She said she does not 
necessarily want a "high-inten- 
sity, high-salaried" job, just one 
that suits her interests, adding 
that she does not expect to make 
a great deal of money right after 
graduation. 
The 
News & Views/Lectures 
Committee of the 
University Activities 
Organization would like 
to recognize its 
committee members of 
the month: 
Tim Tressel 
Karen Hall 
Lisa Kurcz 
Dateline 
Thursday, Nov. 7 
Film - The Lenhart Classic 
Film Series - presents "Psy- 
cho" at 8 p.m. in Gish Film 
Theater. Admission is free. 
Theater Production - Ar- 
thur Miller's "The Crucible" 
opens at 8 p.m. in the Main 
Auditorium of University 
Hall. Tickets are 84 for adults 
and |2 for students and senior 
citizens. The drama also will 
be staged at 8 p.m. Nov. 8-9 
and Nov. 14-16. To reserve 
tickets, call 372-2719. 
American Marketing Asso- 
ciation Career Night - To- 
night the AMA will hold 
Retailing and Research night 
in the Ohio Suite of the Uni- 
versity Union. Retailing pre- 
sentation will begin at 7:30 
p.m. Speakers are Bob 
Trimper, college recruiter 
fromMay Co. and Pat Kidder 
from O'Neil's. Research pre- 
sentation begins at 8:30 p.m. 
with M&rsha Norden from 
N.F.O. research firm in To- 
ledo. Free and all majors are 
welcome. For additional in- 
formation call 354-3505. 
Dateline, a daily service of 
the News, lists dates and 
times ol campus events. Sub- 
missions by all organizations 
are welcome and must be 
turned in typed and double- 
spaced one week prior to the 
event. 
Lobby 
Continued from page 1. 
agencies are lobbying for the 
new bill to go Into effect Jan. 1, 
1986, when the old bill expires. 
"I am told that this bill (HB 
700) is going to pass," Mason 
said, adding that it has the sup- 
port of both Democrats and Re- 
publicans in both chambers of 
the General Assembly. 
'J//4   < '4t l<lH4J4>H4'n/ 
Hair, Skin and Nail Designers 
352-4101 181 (B) S. Main 
352-4143 Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
haircuts & perms 
with this ad 
Cindy, Annette, Chris, Judy, 
Diana, Shelley, Carol 
expires 11/12/85 
THURSDAY 
NOVEMBER 7,1985 
3:30-6:00 P.M. 
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM 
List of Participating Organizations 
Johnson and Johnson 
Stouifer Foods 
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency 
U.S. Air Force 
Ford Motor Company 
Toledo Trust Company 
Blue Cross of NW Ohio 
J.C. Penney Company 
General Electric 
Benchmark Technologies 
May Department Stores Company 
Artesian Industries 
Wallace Computer Services 
Za|ac Special Events, Inc. 
Marathon Oil Company 
Roadway Express 
Chemical Abstract Services 
Toledo Blade 
Aetna Life ft Casualty 
Burroughs Corporation 
Chubb Group Insurance Company 
Carolina Freight Carriers 
Century 21 of Ohio 
Electronic Data Systems 
Elyria City Schools 
FBI 
Knape Designs 
Lane Drug Company 
Hlgbee's 
Master Chemical Corporation 
Lazarus Dept. Store 
The Limited 
Merrill-Lynch 
Northwestern Mutual 
Ohio Bureau of Employment Services 
Ohio College of Podiatric Medicine 
Ohio Magazine 
Ohio National Guard 
Price Waterhouse 
Red Roof Inns 
St. Charles Hospital 
Toledo Public Schools 
U.S. Navy 
Wastewater Plant Div„ City of BG 
WTOL-TV 
Xerox Corporation 
YMCA 
Susie's Casuals 
Hills Department Stores 
Red Lobster Inns 
Dayton Electric ft Power 
Prudential Insurance ft Financial Services 
Cleveland Cavaliers 
Social Security Administration 
GFV Communications 
IBM Corporation 
Ohio Youth Services 
Owens-Coming-Fiberglas 
U.S. Army 
J.B. Robinson Jewelers 
American Graduate School of International Business 
THIS CAREER INFORMATION FAIR IS SPONSORED 
DY   THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES 
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Espionage trial deadlocked 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The Jury in the 
trial of the first FBI agent charged with 
espionage said yesterday it was hopelessly 
deadlocked, but some of the panelists later 
told the judge they might still be able to 
reach a verdict. 
The judge, who at first said he would 
declare a mistrial in the case of Richard 
Miller, refused to make a final decision until 
after meeting with attorneys 
After the panel reported it was hopelessly 
deadlocked. U.S. District Judge David Ke- 
nyon called jurors into court to discuss it 
with each of them. 
But in a chaotic development, five of the 
jurors told him they believed there still was 
a chance to reach a verdict on some of the 
charges against Miller if they were allowed 
to talk longer. 
One of the jurors said she believed other 
panelists were reacting to pressures to 
return to their jobs and were anxious to cut 
off the deliberations while there still was a 
remote possibility of progress. 
KENYON TOLD the panel he could not 
decide what to do next without discussing it 
with the attorneys in the case, and he sent 
the jurors out of the courtroom. 
Earlier, be had said he believed the jury, 
which had deliberated 71 hours over 14 days, 
had given the case "their best effort" and 
that forcing more deliberations might be 
coercive. 
"I have come to the conclusion that to 
request these people to go further in their 
deliberations would more than likely be 
hopeless," Kenyon said. "But more impor- 
tant, we would take a fairly serious risk if 
the court was successful in getting some 
kind of opinion from them of doing it by 
improper means. 
Both sides had been dreading a mistrial, 
which would mean that the case would be 
tried again. 
Miller, 48, a 20-year veteran of the FBI, 
faces a possible maximum of life in prison if 
convicted on all seven counts of his indict- 
ment. Two of the counts carry life sentences 
while others carry penalties in the range of 
10 years. 
He is charged with passing classified 
documents to the Soviet Union In exchange 
for promises of 185,000 in cash and gold. 
Ohio voters approve $100 million 
for coal research; project begins soon 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Coal re- 
search projects funded by a $100 
million state fond approved by 
Ohio voters could begin within 
three months, officials say. 
"We're not going to rush into 
this project, but we're going to 
move expeditiously," said state 
Sen. Richard Pfeiffer, D-Colum- 
bus, after yesterday's approval 
of State Issue 1. 
According to unofficial re- 
turns from the Ohio Secretary of 
State, Issue 1 was approved by a 
margin of 1,439,344, to 807,647, 
with votes counted from all 135,- 
089 of the state's precincts. The 
measure, a constitutional 
amendment, carried in all but 
Paulding and Shelby counties in 
western Ohio. 
Backers said passage of Issue 
1 would boost the state's econ- 
omy by authorizing the state to 
sell up to $100 million in bonds to 
help pay for research and devel- 
opment aimed at removing sul- 
fur from Ohio's coal supply. The 
coal's high-sulfur content now 
makes it too expensive to bum 
and still meet air pollution stan- 
dards.     
PFE1KKER, CHIEF sponsor 
of the resolution that placed the 
issue on the ballot, said the Ohio 
Development   Department's 
Coal Research Office has about 
$30 million worth of projects 
ready to go. But the mechanics 
of how to spend the money pro- 
vided by the issue's passage 
must be worked out by the Ohio 
General Assembly. 
"We're going to sit down in 
November and December with 
the interested parties and see just what the legislation should 
say," Pfeiffer said. 
He could not say when the first 
bonds might be sold. 
In Jackson County, officials 
were considering their next 
moves yesterday after yester- 
day's election faded to bring any 
financial relief. 
Jackson County received un- 
wanted national publicity this 
fall when its bleak financial pic- 
ture forced reduction of county 
services. Officials hoped to gen- 
erate at least another $800,000 
with a sales tax proposal. 
But with votes from all 40 of 
the county's precincts counted 
unofficially, a proposal to per- 
manently increase the county 
sales tax rate by 1 percent, 
effective Jan. 1, 1986, was de- 
feated by a margin of 3,760 in 
favor to 4,683 against. A second 
measure, a referendum that 
would enact the tax increase for 
the remainder of this year, was 
voted down by a margin of 3,156- 
4,455. 
SHERIFF EDGAR Hayburn 
said he probably would ask com- 
missioners to place a 2-mill 
property tax on the May pri- 
mary ballot to raise about $300,- 
000 a year for his department. 
County Commissioner Ed Mi- 
chael said the sales tax measure 
might also be placed before vot- 
ers again in May. 
In Cleveland, Toledo, Youngs- 
town and Dayton, incumbent 
mayors scored runaway victo- 
ries. 
In Cleveland, Republican 
Mayor George Voinovich over- 
came an 8-to-l majority of regis- 
tered Democrats in soundly 
defeating his Democratic chal- 
lenger, Councilman Gary Kuci- 
nich, for a third term. 
The 49-year-old Voinovich, of- 
ten mentioned as a possible can- 
didate for statewide office, 
campaigned on the premise that 
the city has gained new respect 
during his administration. Kuci- 
nich, 34, brother of former 
Cleveland Mayor and current 
gubernatorial candidate Dennis 
Rucinich, had attacked Voino- 
vich's property value proposals. 
Donna Owens, Toledo's first 
woman mayor, defeated Demo- 
cratic challenger Michael Ran- 
kin by 55,784 votes to 36,967. She 
said her victory was an express- 
ion of overwhelming confidence 
and that she will continue with 
her main goal of attracting busi- 
ness to Toledo. 
IN DAYTON, incumbent 
Democratic Mayor Paul Leon- 
ard, 42, easily won a second 
four-year term by defeating in- 
dependent Robert Clemmer, 30, 
a former Dayton policeman who 
accused Leonard's administra- 
tion of corruption. 
Youngstown Democratic 
Mayor Patrick Ungaro, who 
pledged a priority of economic 
development, took 78 percent of 
the vote in defeating Republican 
challenger Ronald Schroeder, 
22,281-5,273. Independent Rey- 
nold Johnjulio polled 772 votes. 
Other results around Ohio: 
- Lorain voters passed, 9,224- 
3,878, an ordinance designed to 
set community standards and 
penalties for pornography and 
obscenity. It outlaws child por- 
nography, nude dancing and dis- 
semination of material deemed 
harmful to juveniles and sets a 
fine of up to $1,000 and jail 
sentence of up to six months. 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Theater Department 
Presents 
THE 
! 
C KUCIBLE 
by Arthur Miller 
Main Auditorium, University Hall 
November 7-9, 14-16 at 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets can be reserved by calling 372-2719  or 372-2222 
or purchased at the door on the night of the performance 
s BX STUDENT BOOK: EXCHANGE 
-BOOK AND ELECTRONICS SALE= 
• New books 25% off 
* All electronics 20% off 
Includes: Texas Instruments, Sharp and Hewett-Packard Calculators 
Sony, Sharp, and Panasonic Walkmans 
Thousands of paperback trade books 
from 40-6056 off 
This sale includes all backstock titles 
located in our upstairs trade section 
*  Textbook sales not included 
-UPSTAIRS • DOWNSTAIRS BOOK SALE!- 
530 E. Wooster 
(by the tracks) 
Thursday and Friday 353-7732 
November 8th and 9th 
Shuttle returns 
International flight deemed success 
EDWARDS AIR FORCE 
BASE, Calif. (AP) - Chal- 
lenger coasted onto a desert 
runway yesterday after a sci- 
ence mission flown by a re- 
cord crew of eight, and 
researchers promptly began 
studying five of the astro- 
nauts to see how they re- 
adapt to gravity. 
The space shuttle and its 
crew of five Americans, two 
West Germans and a Dutch- 
man touched down at 12:45 
pjn. EST on a dry lakebed 
after a 7-day. 45-minute mis- 
sion in which it orbited the 
Earth 111 times and traveled 
more than 3 million miles. 
"Welcome home, Chal- 
lenger, and congratulations 
on a wonderful mission," Mis- 
sion Control told the astro- 
nauts as the spacecraft came 
to a rest under a cloudless 
desert sky. 
National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration chief 
James Beggs said the success 
of the international, West 
German-sponsored mission 
"gives us a lot of confidence 
that we can proceed to the 
space station era where we'll 
be cooperating with a number 
of countries." 
HE SAID the mission was 
important for NASA's goal of 
establishing support from a 
number of nations for the U.S. 
plan to build a permanent 
space station. 
During the 48-second coast 
after Challenger touched 
down on the Edwards run- 
way, mission commander 
Henry Hartsfield tested a new 
nose wheel steering system 
that is to give more control 
for landing space shuttles. 
NASA is eager to prove the 
steering system so the shut- 
tles can again land at Ken- 
nedy. Shuttles originally were 
steered by differential brak- 
ing on the main landing gear, 
but a crosswind landing last 
April at Kennedy shredded 
tires and damaged the brake 
system. 
While the new steering sys- 
tem was being developed, 
landings have been at Ed- 
wards, where the desert run- 
way u softer, wider and 
longer. 
Tucked into the Spacelab 
module in Challenger s cargo 
bay were the results of 76 
studies on the effects of 
weightlessness on melted 
metals and glasses, biological 
specimens and on human 
physiology. 
West Germany paid NASA 
$64 million to fly the emeri- 
ments, about 42 percent of the 
$150 million estimated cost of 
the mission. The research 
was monitored from a control 
center in Oberpfaffenhofen, 
near Munich, the first time a 
foreign agency controlled a 
shuttle payload. 
OFFICIALS IN West Ger- 
many said it will take scien- 
tists at least a year to study, 
evaluate and report on the 
vast amount of data gathered 
from the 76 experiments. 
After the landing, five of 
the crew members started a 
series of medical tests to 
measure how quickly their 
bodies re-adapt to the gravity 
of Earth after a week of 
weightlessness. 
Challenger's mission was 
the first operational use of the 
23-foot-long Spacelab. 
ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA •  ATA  • 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
would like to congratulate their 
NEW ACTIVES 
Jeff Rocheck 
Steve King 
Vince Walton 
Tim Cline 
John Tudhope 
Chris Gilles 
Mike Crites 
Greg Beling 
Brian Moore 
Jim Gibson 
Troy Greenwalt 
Steve Dillon 
Dave Cox 
DELTA TAU DELTA... 
A Tradition of Excellence 
ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • 
SUCCESS MINDED? 
You'll fit in with us! 
Gain valuable sales experience while in college and you'll 
be one step ahead of your competition when you enter the 
job market. 
 .THE BG NEWS_® 
is now accepting applications for 
ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
for positions starting spring semester 1985 
—COMMISSION PAID— 
Applications available: 214 West Hall 
Deadline: November 15, 1985 
- Phone:352-3951 
Serving College Students lor 25 Years! Open Mon. thru Thurs. 9 to 9 - Fri. & Sot. 9 to W   Sun. M to 6 
ALBUM and CASSETTE 
live the gift 
of music. ♦ ive the gift 
of music. 
OUR WHOLE 
RECORD DEPT. 
is 
ON SALE! 
CHOOSE FROM HUNDR EDS OF 10DAY'S ■■   TS AND YESTERDAY'S GOLD... 
4.97 EACH or LESS! All "A" "B"or "C"CODE LP's or CASSETTES 
JAMES TAYLOR 
THAT'S WHY I'M HERE 
including 
;OfVif Everyday/Song For You Far Away 
'   undOneM 
l Why I'm r 
Going Aro   ora Tkne 
Thal»V 
FEATURING 
THESE 
CBS 
SMASH HITS 
and 
MORE! 
BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE 
THIS IS BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE 
including ae* 
The Bottom Une/Medlcm. Snow      i 
BAO/E=MC' 
• WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES, ONE L.P. and CASS. PER TITLE PER CUSTOMER 
NICK LOWE AND HIS 
COWBOY OUTFIT   •• 
THE ROSE OF ENGLAND 
Including: 
I Knew In. Brio. (When She Uoe lb 
Rock And Rott|/7 MgMs * Rock 
The Roe. Ol England 
STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN 
AND DOUBLE TROUBLE 
SOUL TO SOUL      <&»«•. 
including ^*~^ 
bay Whet!/Loofc At Little Suttr 
Lookln Out The Window 
Come On (Pan WJ/Gone Home/Change It 
CHERRELLE 
HIGH PRIORITY •» 
including: 
You Look Good % Me/ Artificial Heart 
Saturday Love/Whera Do I Run 16 
High Priority 
ALDO NOVA 
TWITCH      %u» 
including: 
lonite (Lift Me Up)/Rumoura Of Vou 
Surrender Your Heart/Long Mot Summer 
If Looks Could Kill 
WYNTON IvTARSALIS 
BLACK CODES 
(FROM THE UNDERGROUND) 
Including: A 
Oerteayot Dtkmma/Aur.1 OnH   M 
Chamber. Ot Tain 
Black Codn 
LOVERBOY 
LOVIN' EVERY MINUTE OF IT 
Including: 
Lovln Every Minute 01 It 
Damnation Heartbreak 
Steal The Thunder/Dengeroul   a 
This Could Be The Night       M 
Too Much foo Soon 
"/U 
4.97 LP or CASS 4.97 LP or CASS 4.97 LP or CASS 
EDDIE MURPHY 
HOW COULD IT BE    «• 
Including:                         '   r- 
Party AH The Time/Do l/C-O-N Contuead 
How Could It BeA Me. U>. We 
PREFAB SPROUT 
TWO WHEELS GOOD 
including: 
When Love Breaks Down/Bonny_   . 
Appetlte/Hor.in   Around    <£pit: 
Moving The River        ^^ 
RAMSEY LEWIS 
FANTASY          •£ 
Thi. Ami No Fantaay^Never GM Up 
Vlclkn Ot A Brokan Heart/The Oueet 
/fleW** 
4.97 LP or CASS                           4.97 LP or CASS 4.97 LP or CASS 
ISLEY JASPER ISLEY 
CARAVAN OF LOVE 
Including:  
Caravan Ot Love/Insatiable Woman 
Dendn Around The World 
If Vou Believe m Love 
MAURICE  «* 
WHITE 
Including: 
Stand By Me/Switch On Your Radio 
Jamboree/I Need Vou 
V-a/afa 
4.97 LP or CASS 4.97 LP or CASS 
RHYTHM ROMANCE 
Including: 
•litied/Rhythm Romance/am 01 Tana 
I Got It « Vou Wan) kYPoleon Ivy 
*      ^ 
4.97 LP or CASS 
HURRY    HURRY    HURRY        SALE ENDS TUESDAY NOV. 12. IMS       HUMY   HURRY    HURRY 
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Election 
results vary 
nationwide 
'86 partisan 
campaigns spurred 
(AP) - Democrats and Repub- 
licans informally inaugurated 
their 1986 election campaigns 
yesterday, posting rival claims 
of success on the day after off- 
year balloting produced a GOP 
runaway in New Jersey but a 
historic Democratic sweep of 
Virginia. 
Statewide races aside, several 
of the nation's big-city mayors 
savored new terms in municipal 
elections, including Ed Koch in 
New York, Coleman Young in 
Detroit and Kathy Whitmire in 
Houston. Miami's six-term 
Mayor Maurice Ferre was the 
most notable casualty. He ran 
third behind Raul Masvidal and 
Xavier Suarez, who square off in 
a runoff election next Tuesday. 
Democratic Party chairman 
Paul Kirk Jr. hailed moderate 
Gov.-elect Gerald Baliles in Vir- 
ginia as the "profile of a win- 
ner," and said accompanying, 
first-time statewide victories 
Tuesday by a black and a 
woman showed a "powerful, his- 
toric and positive force." 
Baliles, somewhat more mod- 
estly, said of his party's triple 
victory: "Obviously we have a 
winning formula in Virginia and 
people may be asking questions 
about it" 
NOTING THAT President 
Reagan had campaigned for the 
losing GOP ticket in Virgina 
Kirk said Democrats "need 
have no fear" of presidential 
popularity as they bid to win 
control of the Senate in 1986. 
But at the White House, 
spokesman Larry Speakes coun- 
tered that Republican GOP Gov. 
Thomas Kean was re-elected by 
a landslide in New Jersey, and 
said the "significant thing" was 
GOP controlof the State Assem- 
bly for the first time since 1972. 
"We won two out of three," he 
said. 
Kean himself said he told Rea- 
gan in a phone call that he 
wanted to make New Jersey's 
new GOP coalition a model for 
national Republican politics. 
"I want to send a message to 
Washington that the Republican 
Party can do whatever it wants 
to do if it includes all the people 
in its plans," said Kean. 
The president celebrated his 
1984 re-election anniversary 
with a speech to party officials 
and campaign workers. 
Doctor Child 
abuse cases 
conditional 
CINCINNATI (AP) - A physi- 
cian who helped prod others to 
report child abuse to authorities 
said yesterday that in some 
cases, doctors can do more to 
end child abuse by not reporting 
it and work with the family 
instead. 
Dr. Frederic Silverman, a ra- 
diologist who pioneered using X- 
rays to confirm cases of child 
abuse, said that reporting abuse 
is disruptive to the child and 
family and is not always desira- 
ble, in exceptional cases. 
He said such cases occur when 
the physician knows the family 
well and realizes that unusual 
circumstances triggered the 
abuse. The physician must, how- 
ever, work closely with the fam- 
ily and monitor the case to 
ensure that progress is being 
made and the child is not endan- 
gered, Silverman said. 
"He is obligated then to follow 
it up, and if things don't work 
out, to report it immediately," 
Silverman said. "All of us have 
the potential for being child 
abusers, given certain circum- 
stances." 
Reporting child abuse results 
in sending the child immediately 
to a foster home, which can be 
disruptive to the youngster and 
family in the long run, he said. 
SILVERMAN SAID there are 
cases in which an abused child's 
life could be in danger if the 
physician does not promptly re- 
port the abuse. 
'1 don't feel we have to lay 
down rigid rules on that," he 
said. "Rules are fine when you 
don't have any other guidance " 
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Residents irate 
Suburb objects to adult bookstore strip 
CLEVELAND (AP) -Brook 
Park may become the second 
suburb here to object to a 
strip of adult bookstores on 
the edge of their boundary 
with Cleveland. 
Residents of several west- 
ern suburbs are becoming 
increasingly irate over the 
adult businesses. 
The Parma City Council 
voted unanimously Oct. 21 to 
voice community opposition 
to the Pearl Road Adult Video 
Center in nearby Cleveland. 
In a related move, the 
Brook Park Council was 
scheduled to consider a reso- 
lution last night supporting 
the effort by a Cleveland 
councilman to thin out the 
number of stores that distrib- 
ute pornography. 
Parma's resolution de- 
scribed the Pearl Road adult 
bookstore as violating the 
area's standards of decency 
and said it was of deep con- 
cern to parents worried about 
its influence on children. 
Without being specific 
about what they were seek- 
ing, the Parma council called 
upon Cleveland Mayor 
George Voinovich and the 
Cleveland City Council to "in- 
vestigate and determine the 
need for action against the 
owners." 
PARMA MAYOR John Pe- 
truska said yesterday that he 
believed the only way to stop 
such a business would be to 
stop any crime-related activ- 
ity in the area. He said be 
could not say publicly what 
crimes he was talking about. 
"The only way you can con- 
trol places of this nature is by 
police activity," Petruska 
said. 
He said that Cleveland offi- 
cials have not responded to 
the Parma resolution, but 
said that was understand- 
able, given the recent election 
there. 
Angelo Vagaro, who is 
listedin Cleveland records as 
the owner of the Pearl Road 
business, could not be 
reached for comment. 
Brook Park City Council 
6tanned to consider a resolu- 
on yesterday supporting ef- 
forts by Cleveland 
Councilman Dale Miller 
aimed at stores that distrib- 
ute pornography. 
Brook Park Mayor Thomas 
Coyne Jr. said the strip of 
sex-oriented businesses ba- 
sically gives the impression 
that this is a red-light zone." 
"I THINK we could have 
better potential development 
in that area," he said. As far 
as adult bookstores go, we 
don't have any, but we get 
headaches from it all the time 
because people assume that 
they are in Brook Park." 
Miller's proposed ordi- 
nance aims to more clearly 
define city law concerning the 
density of adult entertain- 
ment businesses. The law 
now requires that such busi- 
nesses be separated by at 
least 1,000 feet, although city 
officials acknowledge that the 
language is vague. 
Miller's law would not be 
retroactive, and, as a result, 
would not affect existing busi- 
nesses. 
Miller's bill also would 
limit outside signs to no more 
than 100 square feet and pro- 
hibit adult entertainment 
businesses from locating in 
industrial areas. 
Bookstores and bars with 
exotic dancers are on the 
Cleveland side of Brookpark 
Road, which divides Cleve- 
land from Brooklyn, Parma 
and Brook Park. 
Military spending expected to rise 
WASHINGTON (AP) -World military 
spending will reach |800 billion this year - 
»80 billion more than last year - continuing 
a post-World War II weapons buildup at the 
cost of social programs, a report by arms 
control advocates said yesterday. 
The United States and the Soviet Union, 
with 11 percent of the world's population, 
account for more than half the military 
spending, the report said. 
Among the United States and its Euro- 
pean allies, annual per capita military 
spending amounts to about MS, compared 
with $11 for health research, the report said. 
The world spends about $450 to educate 
each child and $25,600 to support each 
soldier. 
The findings, based on official U.S. and 
international statistics, were published by 
World Priorities, an economic research 
group whose sponsors include the Rockefel- 
ler Foundation, the Arms Control Associa- 
tion and the World Policy Institute. 
The aim of the report is to demonstrate, 
with official statistics, the disparity be- 
tween spending on weaponry and that on 
health, welfare and education. 
FOR EXAMPLE, it said: 
• The Soviet Union spends more on its 
military than the governments of all the 
developing countries spend for education 
and health care for their 3.6 billionpeople. 
• The budget of the U.S. Air Force is 
larger than toe total educational budget for 
1.2 billion children in Africa, Latin America 
and Asia, including Japan. 
• Developed countries on average spend 
5.4 percent of their GNP for military pur- 
poses, 0.3 percent for development assis- 
tance to poor countries. 
• Since 1960, Third World military spend- 
ing has increased five-fold and the number 
of countries ruled by military governments 
has grown from 22 to 57. 
• Toe Soviet Union maintains more than 
778,000 troops in 22 foreign countries; the 
United States has 479,000 troops at bases in 
40 foreign countries. 
Another reason for the high cost of mili- 
tary forces is the astounding complexity of 
new weapons, the report said. In 1965 dol- 
lars, it cost $10 million to build a 10 medium 
bombers in 1945; today it costs $650 million. 
Reagan redefines goals for 'Stars Wars' 
Unilateral deployment possible if nuclear agreement not reached 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- 
dent Reagan redefined his goals 
for the proposed "Star Wars" 
missile defense system yester- 
day, saying he would deploy the 
space shield unilaterally if other 
nuclear powers cannot agree on 
a worldwide nuclear defense 
and disarmament program. 
"If we had a defensive system 
and we could not get agreement 
on their part to eliminate the 
nuclear weapons, we would have 
done our best and we would go 
ahead with deployment, even 
though, as I say, that would then 
open us up to the charge of 
achieving the capacity for a first 
strike," Reagan said in an inter- 
view less than two weeks before 
be meets Soviet leader Mikhail 
Gorbachev in Geneva. 
lident's comments ap- 
to negate the terms he 
out in an interview with 
Soviet journalists last week in 
which he said he would not de- 
ploy a defensive system until 
offensive missiles had been dis- 
mantled. But Reagan denied 
there was any inconsistency in 
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"... And if the Soviet Union and the 
United States both say we will eliminate 
our offensive weapons, we will put in this 
defensive thing in case some place In the 
world a madman someday tries to create 
these weapons again."    President Reagan 
his separate descriptions of bis 
policy. 
"THE TERMS for our own 
deployment would be the elimi- 
nation of the offensive weap- 
ons," Reagan said to the 
Soviets. "We won't put this 
weapon - this system - in place, 
this defensive system, until we 
do away with our nuclear mis- 
siles, our offensive missiles... 
And if the Soviet Union and the 
United States both say we will 
eliminate our offensive weap- 
ons, we will put in this defensive 
thine in case some place in the 
world a madman someday tries 
to create these weapons again." 
But yesterday, he told the 
White House correspondents of 
Western news 
the U.S. 
FRI. & SAT. 
encies that if 
program he 
calls the Strategic Defense Ini- 
tiative were to come up with an 
effective   system   to   defend 
against nuclear attack, the 
nited States would call a meet- 
ing of all nuclear powers to "see 
if we cannot use that weapon to 
bring about... the elimination 
of nuclear weapons." 
If that conference failed to 
gain an agreement for mutual 
use of the defensive system, 
Reagan said, "we would go 
ahead with deployment." 
Earlier yesterday, when 
asked if he meant to give the 
Soviets veto power, in effect, 
over deployment of the proposed 
defensive weapons system, Rea- 
gan replied, "Hell no." 
REAGAN ALSO said in the 
wide-ranging discussion that he 
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suspects but can't prove the 
defection and subsequent return 
of Soviet masterspy Vitaly Yur- 
chenko and two other Soviet 
citizens were part of "a deliber- 
ate ploy" by the Kremlin in the 
days leading up to the Nov. 19-20 
Geneva summit. 
The president said he was 
perplexed by the three cases, 
but "we lust have to live with it 
because there's no way we can 
prove or disprove" that the 
cases were orchestrated. 
Contrary to recent reports 
from intelligence sources, Rea- 
gan said the information Yur- 
chenko provided "was not 
anything new or sensational. It 
was pretty much information 
already known to the CIA." 
As recently as last week, US. 
intelligence sources were crow- 
ins over what they called the 
gold mine of information from 
Yurchenko, who defected to the 
United States three months ago 
and returned to the Soviet Union 
yesterday. 
Reagan also made this points 
in the naif-hour interview: 
There is every indication that 
Gorbachev is "a reasonable 
man," and that gives Reagan 
hope he can convince the Com- 
munist Party chief the United 
States has no expansionist aims 
and genuinely wants to ease the 
distrust with which the two su- 
perpowers regard each other. 
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Lawyer Bank unaware of fraud 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The 
court-appointed receiver for 
ESM Government Securities 
Inc. said yesterday he had no 
direct information to indicate 
that Home State Savings Bank 
had been aware of the depth of 
the Florida firm's insolvency. 
Thomas Tew, the Miami. Pla. 
attorney overseeing the failed 
ESM for federal bankruptcy 
court, was asked at a legislative 
hearing if there was proof that 
officials of Home State knew of 
the fraud alleged to have oc- 
curred at ESM. 
"We have no direct informa- 
tion that the scope of their insol- 
vency was known. All that we're 
aware of is that the life support 
system I've described was of 
mutual benefit (to both compa- 
nies). But whether or not the 
depth of ESM's true financial 
condition was known by anyone 
in Ohio or at Home State, we 
don't know," Tew said. 
"I think that they had other 
knowledge that the trading prac 
tices and the business practices 
were not orthodox. But it's a big 
move to say because of that 
knowledge that they were aware 
of the major fraud," he told the 
House-Senate panel investigat- 
ing Home State's collapse. 
TEW TOLD reporters after 
his testimony that he would not 
necessarily have determined 
Home State's knowledge of any 
fraud during the course of his 
work. 
"Essentially my job is to re- 
cover assets. There's a lot of 
agents out there looking for that 
(other) evidence. ESM officers, 
of course, are all asserting their 
Fifth Amendment rights. We 
can't learn from them. We have 
to do it the slow way through the 
paper," he said. 
Tew said ESM provided Home 
State with $15.9 million from 
1990 to 1983 through what are 
known as day trades or no-equ- 
ity trades in securities. Home 
State owner Marvin Warner re- 
ceived $1.79 million, and former 
Home State president Burton 
Bongard had day trades that 
returned $2.3 million. 
Without the profits from the 
no-equity trades. Tew said 
Home State would have shown 
losses in 1961,1982 and 1983. 
Tew said the late Alan Novick 
of ESM handled the day trades 
for the firm, but that it was 
unclear who at Home State was 
involved because the trading 
was conducted on a discretio- 
nary basis. 
"NO, THERE is no notation 
that we are aware of. Remem- 
ber, it seemed that it worked 
that it worked in this never- 
never-land of discretion. So 
there were no footprints. They 
did what they wanted," he said. 
ESM was closed March 4 by 
the Securities and Exchange 
Commission after a shortfall of 
$315 million was discovered. The 
Cincinnati-based Home State, 
which had invested heavily with 
the firm, lost about $150 million, 
and collapsed March 8. 
Atlas features colors, details 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Its 
publishers call it "the most riv- 
eting look at our continent ever 
put between covers of a book." 
Before even one copy was ready, 
200,000 had been sold for $29.95 - 
or $39.95 for the deluxe issue, 
which comes with a magnifier. 
The National Geographic So- 
ciety's "Atlas of North Amer- 
ica, unveiled yesterday, looks 
at the continent from space and 
presents a stunning portrait. 
In vivid blues, greens and reds 
- photographic images printed 
in colors other than their own to 
bring out details invisible to the 
human eye - the atlas is, accord- 
ing to the society, "a new way of 
seeing the earth that is neither 
mapping nor photography, but 
does the work of both and better 
than either." 
In addition to containing the 
familiar maps and illustrations 
found in conventional atlases, 
the new one makes heavy use of 
pictures from space to show not 
only what the earth below looks 
like but also what it's made of 
and how it is being 
shaped by natural and man- 
made forces. 
Jon Schneeberger, the book's 
illustrations editor, said "our 
mandate is to disseminate infor- 
mation about geography. But 
that has a lot of different defi- 
nitions these days - it can be 
anything from economics to the 
situation with the Russian wheat 
crop." 
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THE ATLAS, for instance, has 
a map of North America's major 
environmental stress points, 
ranging from areas witn acid 
mine drainage and acid rain 
deposits to those with chronic 
flooding, those becoming de- 
serts, those that have sinkholes 
and those contaminated with 
dioxin. 
The society got its pictures 
from Landsat satellites, which 
have been in use since 1972, as 
well as from weather satellites, 
crews of the Apollo, Skvlab and 
shuttle spacecraft and from air- 
planes. 
One photograph shows the 
United States at night, the clus- 
ters of lights from the cities 
appearing   as   white   paint 
rshes across the unmistak- 
shape of the country. 
News Briefs 
Romanian seaman jumps ship, in U.S. custody 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A Romanian mer- 
chant seaman has jumped ship and is in the 
custody of U.S. immigration agents, a Justice 
Department spokesman said yesterday. 
Patrick Korten, deputy director of public 
affairs, said be could not identify the seaman or 
provide details of the circumstances surround- 
ing his leaving the vessel near Jacksonville, 
But Korten did say that the man '"isn't going 
anywhere until they have questioned him thor 
oughly in the right language." 
Korten evidently was alluding to the case of 
Soviet seaman Miroslav Medvid, who Reagan 
administration officials have said has indicated 
he wants to return to the Soviet Union after 
twice jumping off his ship near New Orleans. 
Ukranian groups and several conservative 
organizations have criticized the handling of 
Medvid by the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service, and hearings are being held to deter- 
mine why Medvid was put back on his ship. 
Retirement fund loses money due to poor investments 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Civil Service 
Retirement Fund lost an estimated $55 million 
in interest payments last month because some 
investments were delayed or not made in order 
to help keep the government operating, a 
Treasury Department official said yesterday. 
John Niehenke, a deputy assistant secretary 
of the Treasury, told the House Post Office and 
Civil Service compensation subcommittee that 
because Congress failed to raise the federal 
Jovernment's debt limit by Sept. 30, only about 
12 billion of the $17 billion in available Civil 
Service funds was invested in October. 
"We estimate that the October interest loss to 
the Civil Service fund because of delayed 
investments and non-investment was approxi- 
mately $55 million," said Niehenke. 
However, Niehenke emphasized that monthly 
Civil Service payments to beneficiaries were 
made on time and that the actions by the 
Treasury Department have not jeopardized the 
solvency of the trust fund. 
"But I must point out that only a prompt 
passage of a debt-limit bill will relieve the 
unnecessary and unfortunate anxiety that re- 
cipients of payments from these funds are 
experiencing," he said. 
The debt-Umit bill, necessary for a long-term 
increase in federal borrowing authority, is 
attached to a plan to force a balanced budget. 
Gunmen invade Colombian Justice Ministry 
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) - Attackers armed 
with submachine guns invaded the Justice 
Ministry building in downtown Bogota yester- 
day and were locked in a battle with police 
forces, officials trapped in the gunfire reported. 
Bogota radio station RCN said three po- 
licemen were injured in the fighting, which 
started in late morning. 
Hundreds of army troops and policemen, 
backed by five army armored personnel car- 
riers, surrounded the building. Traffic was 
blocked in central Bogota. 
The identity of the gunmen could not be 
immediately learned. But a tape recording 
played to radio station RCN claimed the attack 
was launched by the M-19 leftist guerrilla 
movement. 
Dozens of government employees and judges 
were trapped in their offices in the modem five- 
story building fronting on the Bolivar Plaza, 
people inside told Bogota radio stations. 
Majority of Ohio education tax levies pass 
COLUMBUS (AP) - More than half the 
education money issues on ballots in school 
districts throughout Ohio were approved in this 
week's election, about the same rate as in other 
recent general elections, the Ohio Department 
of Education said yesterday. 
Of 184 school funding issues proposed, 101 of 
them or 54.9 percent passed Tuesday, said 
William Phillis, an assistant superintendent of 
public instruction. 
Department figures showed that 46 percent of 
the 39 bond issues proposed were approved; 55 
percent of 107 operating levies passed; and 66.7 
Sjrcent of 36 capital improvement issues were 
K'd. Two combination levies for capital im- 
provements-operations failed. 
"Essentially, 55 percent of the operating 
levies passed (and) 55 percent of the total levies 
passed," Phillis said. 
"It's not too far off from our experience in the 
last few years. I think it's about what we would 
have anticipated," he said. 
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Northern abandons Mid-Am 
Bowling Green among nine teams remaining in conference 
DE KALB, DB. (AP) - Northern Illinois Univer- 
sity will leave the Mid-American Conference at 
the end of the current school year and play as an 
independent in a bid for a higher sports profile, 
the school's president announced yesterday. 
"We are a part of the Chicago market area and 
it is important that we offer an athletic program 
that is attractive to our students and the north- 
ern Illinois region," said Clyde J. Wingfield, 
NIU*s president. 
"As one of only two public insti- 
tutions playing Division I-A foot- 
ball in Illinois, we should compete 
with leading universities," be said. 
Illinois is in Division I-A. North- 
western which also plays in that 
National Collegiate Athletic Asso- 
ciation division, is a private school. 
Wingfield said Northern will 
drop out of the MAC, made up of 
schools in Michigan, Indiana and 
Ohio, in all 13 sports effective next 
July 31. 
He declined to speculate on any 
future athletic affiliations, saying 
Northern teams would play as in- 
dependents, and "explore other 
options." 
Wingfield said the withdrawal was recom- 
mended by Robert J. Brigham, the NIU men's 
athletic director, and Susie Pembroke-Jones, the 
women's athletic director. 
Northern has been unhappy for some time with 
the MAC's limit of 85 scholarships a year 
compared to the 95 allowed by the NCAA for 
Division I-A schools. 
The school's athletic officials also have com- 
plained ofproblems scheduling non-conference 
—B. NIU officials feel the other MAC schools 
didn't like Northern's decision to play three Big 
Ten football teams this season, a schedule that 
forced elimination of one of the Huskies' confer- 
ence games. 
Northern lost all three games to Wisconsin, 
Iowa and Northwestern but made a sizeable sum 
of money, well into six figures according to most 
reports. As an example, the Huskies made a 
meager $5,000 for playing at Ball State. 
Northern was admitted to the MAC in 1973. Its 
withdrawal leaves nine schools in the league : 
Miami of Ohio, Ball State, Eastern Michigan, 
Ohio University, Western Michigan, Kent State, 
Bowling Green, Central Michigan and Toledo. 
Many schools dreaded the long trip to DeKalb. 
which could take well 
over 10 hours from Kent 
and almost six from one 
of its nearest compet- 
itors, Bail State. 
Akron University has 
expressed interest in 
filling the void left by 
Northern and the MAC 
office doesn't discount 
the possibility. Accep- 
tance of the Zips will not 
come easily, however. 
"I think we would only 
add a university if we 
found one interested in 
coming into the MAC 
that was the type of 
school that we want," 
said Dave Keilitz, athletic director of Central 
Michigan. "It must be similar to the other MAC 
schools and must meet all Division I-A requir- 
ments. 
"That doesn't leave many schools in the Mid- 
west." 
The Huskies won the 1963 MAC football title 
but have slipped to 2-6, including 2-3 in the 
conference this year. 
Bowling Green athletic director Jack Gregory 
and football coach Denny Stolz were unavailable 
for comment. 
The Huskies have three games left on the 1985 
schedule, all with conference opponents: Satur- 
day at Eastern Michigan; Nov. 16 at home 
against Ohio University; and Nov. 23 at Central 
Michigan. 
tf 
* 
Booters attain 
first road win 
Qinley shuts out Chippewas 2-0 
The Bowling Green soccer 
team won for the first time on 
the road this year and broke a 
two-game losing streak with a 
2-0 victory over Central Mich- 
igan yesterday in Mount 
Pleasant, Mich. 
The Falcons were 0-5-1 as 
the visiting team and after 
losing to Michigan State 1-0 
last Wednesday, and to West- 
ern Michigan 5-1 last Satur- 
day, BG raised its overall 
record to 4-10-4 with the 
blanking of the Chippewas. 
"It feels good to win " Fal- 
cons' assistant coach Charlie 
McSpiritt said. "Especially 
since it was our first win on 
the road." 
BG got all the scoring it 
needed on sophomore Steve 
Aleric's unassisted goal at 
9:00. Aleric beat CMU net- 
minder Ken McDonald from 
the left side of the goal into 
the far corner with his shot to 
give the Falcons a 1-0 advan- 
Senior co-captain Mark 
Jackson gave BG an insur- 
ance goal at the 19:00 mark 
when ne and freshman Jon 
Felton worked a give-and-go 
to perfection. Jackson, after 
passing to Felton on the left 
side of the field, broke toward 
the goal and pushed Felton's 
pass into the net past McDon- 
ald. 
JUNIOR    NETMINDER 
Terry Ginley, seeing his first 
action since a 4-1 loss to the 
University of Nevada-Las Ve- 
gas on Sept. 16, shut out the 
Chippewas while making four 
saves. It was his first shutout 
of the season. Ginley now has 
Terry Ginley 
a 2-2-1 record. 
"Terry played very well in 
the nets," McSpiritt said. 
Chippewa netminder Ken 
McDonald, despite giving up 
the two goals, made six saves 
for7-ll-TCMU. 
With his goal, Aleric be- 
came the third BG double- 
digit scorer this season with 
four goals and three assists 
for 11 points. Jackson's goal 
gives him 30 points for the 
season. He now trails Neil 
Ridgway's career scoring 
mark of 107 points by eight 
points. 
The Falcons will host Mi- 
ami University Saturday at 2 
p.m.   on   Mickey  Cocnrane 
The game will be the final 
collegiate game for Jackson 
and fellow senior co-captain 
DrewDawson. 
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I have always been an 
impatient person. In fact, when 
the "I hate to wait" rent-a-car 
commercials came out, I was 
sure the company had used me 
as a role model. 
I hate waiting in line at 
restaraunts, I can't stand being 
on hold and now I'm fed up with 
the lack of national respect and 
attention given to Bowling 
Green and the Mid-Amencan 
Conference. 
No matter bow well the 
Falcons, or any team in the 
MAC, seems to do they are 
always left out in the dark when 
it comes to the national 
spotlight. 
Scanning the national 
standings, I see there are only 
three undefeated, untied football 
teams in the nation. The 
Associated Press ranks Penn 
State (8-01 number two and Air 
Force (9-0) fifth. 
Where's the third undefeated 
team? Where's the one with the 
nation's longest winning streak 
(along with Air Force)? I tell 
you where. BG, 94, is 22nd in the 
nation according to AP. The 
USA Today/Catte News 
Network poll ranks BG 24th. 
IN BOTH polls, Tennessee and 
Brigham Young are ahead of the 
Falcons. 
Last year, everyone said BYCI was a 
"small time" school, and they ended up 
winning a national championship. Who 
did the Cougars play that was so tough 
that they deserved that ranking? UTEP? 
Always tough Hawaii? How about 
perennial powerhouse Wyoming? 
Explain to me why these two 
teams, the Volunteers at 4-1-2 
and the Cougars at 7-2, are 
ahead of the undefeated, untied 
Falcons. Forget it, my patience 
is already wearing thin with the 
mentioning of BG as a "small- 
time school." 
How can anybody rate BYU in 
the top 20 after they lost to a 
totally inept Texas-El Paso 
squad? Even Kent State, from 
the "small time" MAC, crushed 
UTEP this year. 
Tennessee is tied for fourth in 
its own conference, the 
Southeastern. Five teams from 
the SEC are in the top 20 and I 
find it hard to believe that the 
league is that good. 
I think BG is far from "small 
time." The Falcons beat 
Kentucky, a team from what the 
AP must think is the nation's 
toughest conference - the SEC, 
that almost beat 15th-ranked 
Louisiana State (another team 
from the awesome SEC). 
BG faced what were then 
ranked as the nation's top total 
defense (against Central 
Michigan) and the best pass 
defense (Western Michigan) 
this year. The results were 70 
Falcon points and two BG wins. 
SOME PEOPLE may think 
the Falcons don't have the 
individual talent. Wrong. BG 
has the nation's leader in 
touchdowns with Bernard White 
(17 TD's) and Brian McClure 
owns his share of NCAA records. 
If anyone thinks Greg Meehan 
is a "small time" receiver, talk 
to UK's Jerry Claiborne, who 
saw Meehan making a leaping 
catch for the winning touchdown 
against the Wildcats. Anyone 
who ever said Vince Villanucci 
was a "small time" defensive 
tackle probabaly isn't around to 
tell about it. 
Why can BYU play in the 
cream puff Western Athletic 
Conference and win a national 
title while BG can't even crack 
the top 20 in the MAC? This 
year, Air Force also plays in the 
consistently mediocre WAC, but 
is riding its undefeated record 
much higher than BG. 
But take note that the first six 
teams that Air Force faced had 
a combined winning percentage 
of .281 while BG's opponents 
were winning at a .607 clip. Penn 
State's opponents are little over 
.500. 
I'm not saying that the 
Falcons are the number 
one team in the USA. I don't 
know how the Falcons would fair 
against Air Force or Penn State. 
I, along with almost everyone 
else north of the South Pole, 
believe the Falcons would have 
trouble with a ten-game 
schedule packed with teams like 
Ohio State, UCLA and Alabama. 
YET, THEY deserve more 
attention than they're getting. 
But that's not surprising. When 
the BG hockey team won the 
national championship, no one 
seemed to give them full credit. 
The media on the East coast 
seem to protect their own and 
Sports Illustrated didn't even 
run a full story on the BG icers. 
The national champions got one 
picture ... at the bottom of the 
page with the table of contents. 
Nov. 11 's issue of 5/ will have 
a full blown feature of the 
Falcon gridders. Well, it's about 
time. When other teams are 
undefeated, they're lauded issue 
to issue as if their quest for a 
perfect season will change the 
course of history. 
Maybe the SI article is a sign 
of things to come. CBS's Brent 
Mussberger said BG is the 10th 
best team in the nation and, 
yesterday, 77je Boston Globe 
ran a story on the Falcons. But, 
despite these recent exposures, 
BG is undefeated, untied and 
still largely unnoticed. 
What will it take for BG to get 
national recognition? 
Spare me the explanations, 
I'm tired of excuses. The 
national recognition has been 
long-awaited, and I hate to wait. 
Baseball expansion still possible 
Houston leans 
on Twin towers 
Olajuwan and Sampson are 
an almost unstoppable tandem 
HOUSTON (AP) - Houston 
Rocket Twin Towers Ralph 
Sampson and Akeem Olaju- 
won are an awesome two- 
some when both are playing 
outstanding games. And op- 
ponents are discovering that 
containing just one of the 
Towers will not assure vic- 
tory. 
The Rockets will take a 4-2 
record into tonight's game 
against the unbeaten Los An- 
geles Clippers and they've 
been aided in their fast start 
by the individual surges of 
Sampson and Olajuwon. 
Olajuwon destroyed the 
Portland Trailblazers Tues- 
day night with 41 points and 
18 rebounds. He had 27 first 
half points when other Rocket 
scorers were struggling. 
Last week, Sampson was in 
the spotlight, scoring 24- 
points and grabbing 13 re- 
bounds to lead the Rockets 
past Seattle while Olajuwon 
was slowed by fouls. 
"TONIGHT WAS one of his 
outstanding games," said 
Portland's Sam Bowie, who 
picked up five fouls trying to 
stop Olajuwon. "It's a game 
for him to cherish in the NBA. 
"Everyone knows his capa- 
bilities on the basketball 
court. There aren't many 
games like he had around. He 
was perfection." 
Rockets players enjoyed 
the show too. 
"It was a thing of beauty," 
guard John Lucas said. To 
be out there on the floor and 
watch a great player doing 
great things just gets you 
excited." 
The Blazers held Sampson 
to 12 points and slowed him 
with five personal fouls. But 
he took up the slack against 
Seattle when Olajuwon drew 
four fouls and scored 13 points 
in a 111-99 victory. 
"ITS OBVIOUS to me that 
Ralph and Akeem seem more 
comfortable with that year's 
experience," Seattle center 
Jack Sikma said. "I think 
Akeem seems a little stronger 
powering to the boards. If he 
gets that one step on you, 
there's no way to hold him 
off." 
Rockets Coach Bill Fitch 
likes the odds when both Twin 
Towers are playing well. 
"They've played some of 
their best games when both of 
them were going good," Fitch 
said. "But that's the beauty of 
having two players like that. 
If one of them is having an off 
night, you can lean on the 
other one." 
NEW YORK (AP) - Major 
league baseball says it has prob- 
lems with some existing teams 
and has no plans to expand, but 
that won't keep representatives 
from 13 cities from lining up 
Thursday and Friday to pitcn 
for future franchises. 
Denver; Phoenix, Ariz.; Indi- 
anapolis; Miami, Fla.; Nash- 
ville, Twin.: New Orleans; 
Vancouver, British Columbia; 
Columbus; Washington, D.C.; 
Buffalo, N.Y., the adjoining 
Florida cities of Tampa and St. 
Petersburg and the northern 
New Jersey region will make 
presentations. 
Last year, baseball's Long 
Range Planning Committee said 
six franchises might be added to 
the existing 26 by 1990, and un- 
der the basic agreement be- 
tween the players association 
and the owners, two teams may 
be added to the 12 in the National 
League before 1989. 
But expansion is not required 
and the committee has tem- 
pered   its   earlier   comments. 
There has been no definite de- 
cision to expand," Bill Giles, 
president of the NL's Philadel- 
phia Phillies and a committee 
member, said. "We're just in- 
vestigating it. 
"BASEBALL STILL has some 
problems. We have (National 
League teams) Pittsburgh and 
San Francisco, and Cleveland in 
the American League. These 
meetings are just to tell our side 
of the story and let them (the 
expansion hopefuls) tell their 
Another potential roadblock to 
at least some of the expansion 
candidates is the set of criteria 
established last month by Com- 
missioner Peter Ueberroth - a 
preference for individual rather 
than corporate ownership, the 
owner having a net worth of at 
least $100 million, a stadium 
built primarily for baseball with 
a minimum seating capacity of 
35,000-40,000.  a  natural 
surface ana adequate b 
and a commitment of 10,000 sea- 
son tickets for the first five 
years of operation. 
-. RENTALS-;v> 
Q>       Starting as low as l{JC/f 
10." per day 10* per mite1 
Must be 21 yrs. old 
e SMITH AUTO SALES 17715 N. Dixie HWY.    352-4324 
HAIR UNLIMITED 
Family Hair Care & Tanning Center 
143W.Wooster 353-3281 
OPEN 
Monday. Timdof 9-00-6:00 
W«*»»doy-Fridoy WM'OO 
Solunlo,«»-4-00 HCBJS 
........................... 
PRECISION HAIR CUT Regular $9.00    \ 
NOW ONLY $6.00 w/coupon 
Includes shampoo 
Expires: 11/15/85 * blow dry 
\mmkfkW 
Music 
Festival 
November 8 & 9, 1985' 
College of MusKil Arts 
Moore Muticil Am Center 
Bowling Creen Sale University 
Featured Performances 8 PM, Kobacker Hall 
^  Nov. 8 —   The Percussion Croup/Cincinnati 
\ Nov. 9 -   "In Wilderness is the Preservation of the World," a 
multimedia composition by Barton and Priscilla 
McLean. 
Come celebrate American Music Week with six concerts 
highlighting the works of 35 guest composers. 
For further information call: 
419/372-2183 or 419/372-2673 
Pisanelibfspjzzcx 
WWWHWW^!!-!!:!v:::::^^ ■^^V.V.-.v,^V,V,V.V,V,Y.V.V.\V.-.v:-^V.-.-.-.-.v.w.-.......^V.^V.V.V.V.;.V.NW 
Test yourself. 
Which early pregnancy test is as 
easy to read as red, no-white, yes? 
Which is a simple one-step test? 
Which has a dramaiic color change 
to make the results unmistakable? 
Which is 98% accurate, as accurate 
as many hospital and lab tests? 
Which is portable for convenience 
and privacy? 
THURSDAY 
NOV. 7 
PSVS 
8:00 p.m. 
Gish Theatre 
free 
FRIDAY/SATURDAY 
NOV. 8/9 
JMEI irnUT   (II OKU. 
VEPTIBD 
7:30, 9:45 
HIGH ANXIETY 
Midnight 
210 MSC 
$1.50 with BSGU ID 
M±£&$L 
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University Bookstore 
will be closed 
Monday, November 11 
in observance of 
Veteran's Day 
* 
* 
* 
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* 
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a EJ D Q N Q E 
You're right. 
You get a Plus! 
™*******tom IIIIIIIIIIHIII 
Your Choice of Any 
Mexi Combo 
or Grand Burrito + 
a Margarita for $4.95 
Classifieds BG News/November 7,1185 12 
7, teas 
CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
CMCM.0 HMPAMCO - CONVDMAMO*! 
■. 7 OCTWM A LM 7M IN B. 
FALCON'S NEST 
marmtmrnm or omanm *T *M 
D*o*rtm*nla ol HMory. Mtttary Science 
end Aeroepece Sturjee 
aponeor the tenth enrtuet 
laa>»M<lMmliWnHkW| 
by 
John* Sriy 
Proeeeerv ol HMory 
Unrverelly c* Michigan 
WOE NEEDED TO ROCHESTER (FINGER 
LAKES)AREATHURSNOV TO* FT* NOV.* 
AND RETURN SON NOV 10ORMON NOV. 
11. CAN LEAVE ANVnME CONTACT KAREN 
363-3408 BOQNI  
ROE AVAILABLE TO BOONE. 
NORTH CAROLINA 
OEPARTURE   THURS . NOV. 14 
RETURN: SUNDAY. NOV. 17 
■HAW CALL USA AT 368-7234  
The Car 
An** 
I Ion you 
r me be the ftret ol 
Dabbl* 
Da r— oeeteaato oe. 1-71 lr 
al TeeaeaT ■ ao. rm Mariana m erartng In* 
Ida 1 piann**! CH Ktn |313| 243-8489 
he»e ■ Meetl Ala** XI DMa PartkM an "Hd * 
seas* m*nm ■*>*■* mm **•> the seal 
ttaaayaatait, mill aw■HIM— ate teaI 
Ika* I ananwtaa. I'r. aa **r°t*M H M veu 
hMa. M II eeloee the a%M ■*» —I 
*e..Ut'*k*>T 
Taw Ala** «l Data 
aamwl WllHaglDK R HmrJ 
Thmday, Novambar 7. 4:30 p m 
Room 220. MaOvSdanoa BuftSng 
Bw^QreenSeaaUnrveraay 
FINANCIAL MONT. ASSOC.- 
Miatng «M. Nov 8 Speaker TBA. BA 114, 
7:30 pm  
LAOA 
The LMtw and Qay AManea wW held Na 
MM* kl Room 515 Ufa Solanca. II l:M 
ML Teeaaht'i ereeenmlon  by MM* D* 
ma »M daal «»th tha aubtacl o« Human 
I 
Nov. «. 6 00 p.m. A am on South Afctoa 
■anal oaKueeton 
Nov   8.  630  pm  AMcan  Dtmar   Oue*t 
speaker. Or  Yakubu Saaha   Topic: LMM 
Halnni 5 Enarganl African StafcM: Hopa a 
SERVICES OFFERED 
PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Fraa pregancy 
Met OH*C»V* Ho. Oaf NOW 364- 
HOPE(4673). Hours: M, Th 12-S p.m.; T. W 
10.2pm; Sat  12-2 p.m.  
■ant in Atjum Doaer a Day pU* Dae 
aw— Tuiinilni dough 81. E. ol Man 
Buy Sal UwOADuma 3-10 Uonthru Fit. 
Piuleeolunat aacnXatW osrvtoeo 
Typing dona prollMlonaiy 
 88»884g BoaAVyj Preen  
ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS 
PROMPT AND PROFESSIONAL 
i CALL CLARA 362-4017  
RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS 
prjuaionaay written lor al Sam 
Van/ raaaonacn 362-3744 
Career Searoh 8* 
13 (•30-4:30 PM) 
STUOENTUMON 
CARNATIONS SLSS DOOM 
CASH-N-CARRY 
Qragoty Scon. - Floral Ongr**> 
■18 E. Wooater 
362 6148 
STUOENT ORGANIZATION*. 
LEADERS*" WORKSHOP 
WeoneaOoy. Novambar 20 
0:30-10:30 am. 
CampuaRoom. Union 
Dr   RonPajtn 
"Cnwava Prrjcawi SoMng" 
ATB.YI 
JOHN STUD- 
-but I a***) ax you at na rlr* wan your 
wnhday oat*, but you never ahowad upl 
Crushed AflVVH, That*. 
DflE 
PROSBM Mi YOU WON'T DANC1WITH ANY 
MORE 'ETHNIC'' PIOPLE. 
i boon ■ great aocoar nun  Thanka lor 
Cammodora S47I2I uaara groep. bUeHaa 
No.. 7 at 7:10 kl USA Heyee. Fleeee bring 
your brant oMa lor eotmr*. Call Chrla al 
162-47*4 tor n> 
OaWtl. Juta. Kay. 90. 
S'e I 
MryMng. *•'• "**• you 
Lova, Ha ana BO aocoar warn 
DO YOU REALLY BteMD? 
HEY ALPHA DEL TS  
YOUR EXEC BOARD 
LOVYOUI 
PERSONALS 
MSE NSIL..NSE_..NSE I 
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE INFORMA- 
TX3N SESSIONS WIL BE HELD ON TUES-. 
NOV. 10 AT HO AM. AND WED., NOV. 11 AT 
12:10 PM, 211 AOMIN, f YOU CANT MAKE 
EITHER MEETING. COME TO THE OFFICE OR 
CALL AT YOUR CONVENIENCE (2-8202) 
NSE...NSE...NSE...NSEI 
ALPHA DEL TS 
HAVE A QREAT "FRE 
OtT THOBE F04MSAL DATESIII 
AT* you ourtoua ■bout oaradr opporlunfliaa in 
many oWoront Seta? « you an, was. ham a 
lha areweri "EXPLORING PLACEMENT OP- 
■OfllUMIkU" Thuraday, Novambar 7, 3.30 
p.m. Lonhart Grand Batroom. Al Uravaraty 
etudenta ara Invatd.  
Saa tie Broadway enow Dec 8 at Toledo 
Mearjnlc Aud Submit a 1 2 page, typed eeaay 
axpbawtg how you would beneflt from the 
aqaattnoa by Nov. 12 to ECAP Ohloa. 108 
Shea* You wi be noSftad by Dec. 3, ban*- 
portaeOn provld»d. 
Gala end Guyi Pant Sal* 
Oar* 280 Pair, 88 00-818.86 
Moet V. pnea or Ml 
Guys UtlLW Courduroye SO 85-J16 B5 
 jests N TNhga 831 RMrja  
LOST AND FOUND 
Found: 3 item* ol doming at DEHnedenoa 
over the bet two weeka Cel to OenWy 
352-4883 
LOST NCAA OoU WotMnTl 
vldnfty ol McDonald Quad   REWARD. Very 
rnportanl PLEASE return to Kan 2 6292 
BEER BLASTIII 
NOV. 9 8-12 N.E. COMMONS 
GAMMA PHt/FUl 
GET YOUR pwaaa REAOYII 
tor the GAMMA PHIfFUl 
ROAD RALLYIM 
LOST:   Coupon  Book  #132988    It   tound, 
PLEASE eel Ertc 2-3694      
LOST: Katana denrn Jacket et Uptown. Mon 
Oct. 28. PLEASE return to Beth 2 I 285 
naward  
RIDES 
NOE   NEEDED: 
Thar* agMng or. 
SOSU SKI CLUB MEETINO TOHIOHT 
FIJI ALONG WITH OUR SUNGLASS GIVEA- 
WAY, RAFFLE TICKET DMTPJBUTION, S:00 
P.M. Q7S OVERMAN  
BQD1AHN. 
THANX FOR BEWQ THE BEST CRESCENT 
BKS IN THE WORLD! 
LOVE YA LOTS - SANOI 
•U. AND DALE 
JEPRY SEZ COME OVER AND SEE OUR NEW 
HAIITRAIL. YOU KNOW JO-JO AND THE 
OANO ARC ALWAYS READY TO PARTYII 
SIGNED: "THE Of PM I"       
GREGG UNDEN. 
GOOD LUCK TONIGHTI 
WE LOVE YOU- MISS YOU TOO. 
DEBBE, DONNA. PATTY 
HEY NAACURH DELEGATES: 
GET   READY   FOR   FUN   AND   EXCITEMENT 
BECAUSE TOMORROW 18 THE DAY 
-me 
H GET READY FOR KIS8-N-TACKL1 
HEY, YOU CKTa OF RODER'S 2nd SOUTH, 
OET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT WEEKEND IN 
D.C. 
LOVE YA, TWTHER DEECO 
Bm^Mz^syzMzz^^^ \.T5cnlU 
n'O K  ft  SHAW  IF I HAD ■ 
TO RK0R1 TO Slf-DEOPIWI 
•M OfKB TO PKStBVt VH 
FAITH IN OBTF-CTWl"  RtftinT 
nurrTTiSriTTT^rWN^ 
MOD Turn, i counn « 
TIC   LITTLE  BL068V  CJUV.. 
r"The BG News" .Classified Information- Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(BG News not responsible for postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60* per line, $1 .BO minimum. 
50* extra per ad lor bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
PREPAYMENT is required (or all non-university related business and individuals 
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible tor error due to Illegibility or incomplete Information. Please 
come to 214 West Hal Immediately If there is an error In your ad. The news wll not be 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name.  
Address  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For bang purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish It to appear: 
(Circle words you wleh to appear In bold type)  
Phone # 
ClassHrcatlon In which you wish your ad to appear: 
      Campus & City Events*   
       Lost & Found   
       RWea   
      Services Offered   
       Personals 
•Campus/City Event ads ara pubkshed free of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only. 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
Deles of Insertion 
Total number of days. 
fata.  
Mai to: (On or Off-Campus Mai) 
The BG News 
214 West HelBGSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to BG News) 
Phone: 372-2801 
i 
J 
ML. THANKS FOR BEING A GREAT FPJEND 
AND ROOMIE YOU MAKE AN EVEN BETTER 
SSTER 
LOVE FOREVER YOUR (REAL) "UL" SB 
LAST YEAR tad PLO0R DARROW 
■ eMrted M CUM*** when we won ma Beet 
CwooreWdHat But no prU* w*a gh*n becauea 
ol MM Smefa W* prooadod to pMy Thumper 
and Ml 0hoet etonee Who bred through th* 
Dour*-view Dale Party? The Darrow uoren" 
w* wan by ih* Rook and Pond. Saying 
goodby* to nevRabl* lur one* agaffi wal 
reunb*. So bring Svj Fame bong, itonte and 
llulnB*. tie Darrow DM Paper, and our Long 
Loet Herman Wei party th* barrow way! Sea 
youlonlgt*- 
I love you *»—  
UL AUSA MoMmifN. 
ONI BY ONE 
YOU FOUND YOUR CLUES 
WITH YOU AS MY UTTLE 
HOWCANILOSE7 
SORRY F I MADE YOU 
WORKED OR SAD 
BUT NOW THAT ITS OVER 
I HOPE YOU'RE OLADI 
GAMMA PHI LOVE, BO LOW  
L*.' CYNDI MAU—tA- 
I'M 80 HAPPY YOU'RE MY LITTLE. I CAN'T 
WAIT FOR TOMOHT. YOU BETTER BE RE- 
ADYI   f   IROiaai        NO   MORE   EXAMSI) 
HURRY TO THE ENO OF YOUR STPJNO AND 
THE    START    OP    A    GREAT    BM-LITTIE 
COMBOI 
YOUR ANXIOUS HO, 
ttrt 
LlUzSatry, 
&xvjraaia*ona on Ming tapped Mo Oroer ol 
Omega, rm ao proud Luv Your agl  
USA SHANK. 
MEET ME M THE UNION FOYER, MONDAY 
THE lltl AT 8 P.M. SHARP!  
LOOKHO FOR A FREE PAIR OF SKIS? BGSU 
SKI CLUB It GIVING AWAY ONE FREE PAIR. 
TICKETS ARE 11.00 EACH. SEE A SKI CLUt 
MTbfR FOR MORMATKM. 
To My Roorreaa ol 208 Delta Zata. 
Tame/a. Jin* and Pern Aren't you at tie 
wonder. An engagement, two pinning* and a 
■larliU el m on* eemealer. Val heve been 
wondertu" Thanka" What am I going to do In 
January attioul you? Love. Laura 
TO THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR INSIGHT AND OPM- 
IONB AT OUR WORKSHOP ON MONDAY. WE 
APPRECIATE YOUR PARTICIPATION! 
LOVE. THE 8BTER8 OF KAPPA DELTA 
Unrvemty Bookakx* 
wt o* doeed Monday, rlovembar 11 
m obeervanoa ol Veterane' Pay 
leVeRrWlRy BOCeUMOtei 
wa be dosad Monday, Novambar 11 
m obaarvano* ol Veterena' Day 
Wendy Jo and KM, 
Mr. Petit* Murphy 
N* Party FrlrJay. 
TOM'S 
I MlSS YOU 
THE BO 
LSAT' MCAT' OMAT' ORE 
NTE'CPA REVtiW-NCLEX-RN 
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
NO. 1 M TEST PREPARATION 
|*1»| 538-3701 TOLEDO 
JwM a at*. r««* K aay, get andted becauea 
»*«rI1etB<layl«|»e1adayawaylllo»ayou 
tooeMM 
Your Spunky 
PAMMORRW 
I mkaed you true weekendi So gkrj you took 
ma lilt l M Bitlo or I would never hew met 
you. Hope we can be together tor e long ttme 
11 r*afy want tot 
love Ya, Art 
P.K. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
TO THE ONLY OUY TLL EVER LOVE 
HAVE A WONDERFUL DAYt 
LOVE. PEA 
SARAH EVANS, 
YOUR 810 ft WATCHING YOUI 
LOVt, YOUR PHI MU SKI 
Sand. 
You reafy know how to brighten up aomeone'a 
day. Thanka ao mucn tor tie Sowers. I love you 
— even f you're luet average 
Laura 
sax sax six 
Book t EtacvonKa 8*1* 
Mb) MX ON 
UpiMtlSBnaibltl 
 r»»re«*er I S t  
The brother* of PN Kappa Tau coogreMMa Bt 
Ltx and Wendy WBama on that PN Tau- DG 
■iietMng. We wMh you boti tie beet ol to*. 
To my Big Anne. 
I can't thank you enough tor what you've don* 
tor ma. You're aueh a lentoetc trlend. not to 
mention ■ greet roommet*. 1*1 ejrety rr*M you 
but « wl nwka rw«t year al th* 
I love you" 
ur Laura 
SO* OFT ALL 
POSTERS 
Gregory Scott* - Flor*l OngmM. 
818E. WooMer 
382-8148 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
OFNWOHO 
•20 N. Mem St. BO 
Coitfo^iteyueiauiei care 
SpeOel flelee BGSU eludent* 
Convenient Appolntrnanla 
SIGMA THETA EPS*. ON 
NATIONAL SEFTVlCE/CHFaSTIAN FRATER- 
MTY. TOMOHT - 8:00 at UnmM CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP MM Naeonel OmOera 8 otter 
brotnara. For more r-axmMton cat Tim at 382- 
4882   or  Mtohael a  2-8004.  Jom  a   true 
WANTED 
riaerafliSaiii to Holy Certwrtght. Dana 
Durbln, *nd Llaa Tedd tor being aeetcead tor 
Order ol Orneg*. Wa'r* et eo proud ol youl 
Lev* end A.O.T. 
Famaei Roommate needed to lubleeai apart- 
ment tor Spring S*m**t*r 
ical 354-7559 
Femar* fcomm*t* kx Soring I 
aty Vega, cat 3S4-7568 
Free heetS *««. Se4-H04. 
2 UrnMvi needed apnng  eemeetor to rent 
epenment otoee to cempua. Cel 353-9808 
Mala roommet* needed Spring Semeeter  1 BR 
Apt 353-8305  
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
EJitc-i by TnieV Michel Jiffc 
ACROSS 
1 Gvorge Herman 
Ruth 
5 Oeleet 
10 Small dog* 
14 Recent grad 
is Fragrance 
16 Beehive State 
17 NWklaua 
It MinWh 
20 M*k*s a choice 
21 "Skylark" poet 
23 Son ot Soth 
24 Strawberry a 
stadium 
25 Koch and 
Aaner 
28 Barracks bed 
28—a.. 
Bachelor's dog 
30 Work unit 
32 Outflow 
33 Signup 
35 Retort town 
net Sent* 
Barbara 
30 Preordains 
41 Martinique eg 
42 Mopea about 
43 Exile isle 
44 Hav*lopus 
48 Chan*y ol Mm* 
47 Greek Miter 
49 Medadolwith 
"out") 
50 E.plosive 
initials 
51 Ringlinaies. 
lor ebon 
54 Menolti.lhe 
composer 
58 Hollywood s 
fan 
58 P*vmg 
mata'isi 
SO Blue Java' 
home 
83 Unveil 
84 Brady 
88 Roger' 
87 Inflorescence 
89 Reddish-brown 
horses 
70 Hammer heads 
71 Mem dreg 
light 
DOWN 
1 Luggage 
2 Succuktn! 
3 Feller ol 
baseball 
4 Port in 
NW Germany 
5 Rings the bell 
8 Plenets 
7 Caviar 
8 Court shot 
t North 
Carolinian 
10 Influence 
11 Useful 
12 Looked upon 
13 Carriages 
16 Rouen schools 
22 Lend an  
24 German aweet 
breeds 
28 Relinquish 
27 Ok) Greek 
coin 
28 Tom. DKk and 
Harry 
31 Sentimental 
tripe 
34 Garden 
vegetable 
36 DIMagglo 
37 Later 
38 " II 
romantic?" 
40 Tumbler's 
milieu 
42 Up to data 
44 Encourage 
45 Updates. In 
away 
48 Khan 
51 Skewered meet 
52 Honshu city 
53 Atomizer 
56 One el  
57 Creator ol 
"LePeneaur" 
50 Exclametlone 
80 Feda 
61 JoelpBroi 
62 Muscat's land 
65 Honest  
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
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WANTED    SUBLEASER   FOR   EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENT.   NORTH   SUMMIT   ST.  CALL, 
ses-rsoa  
Wanted Two Female Ftoommatee tor Spring 
Term StOOrmonti, Second Street 352 8809 
•at tor Dawn or Chris  
WANTED 
OSU vs MrCHIOAN 
Ticket* 
I 362-4874 
Female roommM* rwertod to aubkMBM apt. on 
E Merry 3pTtx8«fnoo»erCal S62-1671 
HaP WANTED 
FOR SALE 
Nr»t to Nraw Shop ha* aurt*. coat* alacka I 
laene, shH*. s.sMsrs, I btoutw lor everyone 
houaawaraa, knvaty. Toes 10-4. Fn 1-7, Si 
Vs School 
Beat t electronics sele 
20 to SOS OH 
Upstairs a OowneHJ.* 
riat 
Couch tor asM. EXCELLENT SHAPE. Dark 
rurtjjnw. color. 8100. Cat arktr 8pm, 874 
8838. 
1081 Dodge Omni 024 Halchback. AM-FM. 
But new Goodyear al weather tree, rune wal, 
good ga* mlieji Enctatnt oonrjton rruud* 
•nd out High maaag*. but e leaaornaDle price 
82,400, cat after 3:30 pm - aak tor Ed 
354-3601. 
Attonton SturJantsi 
fee** eneble us to make our move to Florida 
poeetHa Scacaty priced lor the atudant. In*** 
earns tor aale 
Stanto wth apeekars. aunaanp, large desk with 
gtaa* top. targe tow sturdy teoie. 10 yr. cc*»c 
ton or Netonel Qaographlc. eutcaoas. recorde, 
umbretaa.   TV trays,  conncoronet (excelent 
oondtJonl anbque barber chat. 383-7826 
85 Buk* Skykvk - rune. New battery Free ol 
tear wan oartll 8160 or beet oner. Cat Brian 
attar 6 p m at 382-8233  
78 0ateunB210 Exc***nt condition 35 mpg 
N*w tree, bettery. etarnator, etc. Frame needs 
work.  Al  your* tor  8800.  Cel  362-6107 
RED NEON "BUD" SIGN, 9" LETTERS, 850. 
WU. HANG M WMX3W UME BEAN BAG 
CHAIR 88 BLK FUR CHAISE LOUNGE (2 
PASS | 840 LARGE TM-COLORED VELOR 
BEAN BAG 816 H FOOD COUPON BOOK 
830. CHROME MEAT SIXER 816 STORM 
DR. 810. CAR RADIOS FORD. MOPAR 
AIJOIOVOX. VERY REASONABLE CALL 352 
4580 BEFORE 10:00 P.M. 
'4DOOGEDART 
8700 OR BEST OFFER 
CALL 382-3148 
TV, BLACK AND WHITE. RCA, 10 ",0000 At 
MEW, HAKE OFFER, 1S2-2717 AFTER t P.M. 
1878 Cantaro Bertram*. 360-V8. power sleer 
rxj brakae. wtndowa 8 doorlocks. AC, on***, 
AAtrFM stereo casaett*. 80,000 mlea. no mat. 
original gal owner erica new New tree 1 
battery. Cat Caran arktr 8pm 334-4180 
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom tumlehed apt  Contact Joe Rom- 
rranutpnal 364-1601 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER ONE MERRY. 
PLEASE CALL 353-6304 
Muat Oublaaas Large Apt tor Spring eentaetar 
Very nice, own room, tree membership to 
Chorrywood Heath Spa Cal Imnieitalal,! 
383-2604. 
HOUSE FOR RENT 4 BEDROOMS, CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS AVALABLE IMMEDIATELY 
CALL 353-1731 AFTER 6 00 
MUST SUBLEASE MCE APT TO FEMALE 
FOR SPfSNG SEMESTER 1157MTH. 8 Lm. 
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS 362-8943 
room carpeted apt. Ctoee to campue 
Nov  1   Cel 352-5822 
THURSTIN MANOR APTS. 
Haa aingl* room *ttlc«ncl** avWtobl* lor spring 
Very ctoee to cempua 362-5435 
WHAT IS CPFt? 
CPR. or cardiopulmonary resuscita- 
tion, is an emergency IHesaving lech| 
mque used by one or two people to 
artificially maintain another person's 
breathing and heartbeat in the event] 
the (unctions suddenly stop. CPR 
combines mouth-to-mouth breathing 
and chest compressions to keep 
{oxygen-rich blood (lowing to trie 
victim's brain until an emergency 
service with advanced life support is 
ravailable Contact your local Ameri- 
can Heart Association (or more 
information. 
BG RADIATOR 
For the BEST deal 
For the BEST price 
Quality work 
always top 
priority 
320 South Maple 
Bowling Green, OH 
332-5133 
$2.00 OFF any Large or 
$1.00 OFF any Medium or Small 
whole pan style pizza 
Valid only at: 176 E. WoMtur, Boiling Grew, Ohio 
Limit one coupon per pizza 
Void with other specials 
Offer expires: 12/7/85 Rocky j.f«». Rococo 
